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Modern variable speed wind turbines operate within large range of wind

speeds. Control of such a turbine is partitioned in two modes: a low wind speed

mode and a high wind speed mode. Depending on the prevailing wind speed

and the power demand from grid, a turbine is controlled to switch between

these two modes. This work studies the stability of this switched system

with two different methods. For the first method, linearized approximations

of the closed loop wind turbine system are derived, which are later used to

show that the system has a Common Quadratic Lyapunov Function (CQLF)

in both control modes under certain switching conditions. The existence of

CQLF establishes stability criteria for the system. Second stability method

investigates input-output stability of the nonlinear switched system and shows

the system to be L2 stable with strong gain. During mode switching, critical

dynamics of the turbine such as the output power and mechanical loads can

experience steep, large changes in some situations even though the switching

action is stable. A new control technique is presented in this work to address
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this issue of volatile dynamics during turbine switching while preserving the

original system structure and stability results. Then, performance of the wind

turbine system is analyzed under various wind conditions and a method to

select appropriate control gain values is discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Globally, wind power capacity has been growing at an average annual

rate of more than 20% for the past 15 years [1]. For wind energy industry

to reach anywhere near the scale of fossil fuels energy industry, its cost need

to be reduced. The ultimate objective of the control system in wind turbines

is to reduce the cost of wind energy by reducing the loads and/or increasing

the energy capture [2]. Reducing mechanical and electrical loads in a wind

turbine can lead to reduction in design constrains which would lead to cost

savings in turbine manufacturing, transportation and installation. Also the

load reduction translates into decreasing stresses in turbine components, which

will improve the turbine’s lifespan in addition to savings in maintenance costs

[2]. Another approach to reduce the cost of energy is to increase the turbine

efficiency in extracting energy from wind. The following block diagram shows

basic energy conversion inside any wind turbine. Rotor blades are aero foils

that convert incoming wind into torque on a shaft connected to a generator

through gears. As the shaft rotates, the generator converts mechanical energy

into electrical energy.
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Figure 1.1: Wind turbine energy conversion

The wind speed intermittence has been one of the major factors pre-

venting the growth of the wind power in the nation’s energy portfolio [3, 4].

In order to mitigate the impact of wind power intermittence on grid stability

and to maximize wind energy capture, variable speed operation has been de-

veloped for wind turbine systems. During power generation, a variable speed

wind turbine switches between two operation modes as shown in Fig. 1.2: the

low wind speed mode (also called Region 2) where the control objective is to

harness the maximum power from wind; and the high wind speed mode (also

called Region 3) where the control objective is to limit the generated power

to the demanded power [5–7]. Wind turbine control is usually achieved using

two distinct control laws for Regions 2 and 3, respectively. The switching be-

tween these two regions could cause undesirable situations such as vibrations

in drive train, tower and blades [8]. These vibrations will cause system fatigue

and premature failure. It is necessary to develop a control algorithm to stabi-

lize the switching operation and also to smooth out the undesirable effects of

the switching actions.

While various switching strategies as well as Region 2 and 3 control

methods have been studied over the years, the existing work in wind tur-

bine control, to the author’s best knowledge, does not address the stability of

switching between these control modes. The stability work for wind turbine
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Figure 1.2: Wind turbine operation modes

control so far has been focused on the stability of just Region 2 controls [5,9].

This work examines two approaches to establish the stability of the switched

wind turbine system. Lyapunov stability of the system is studied in Chapter

4 and published in [10] under the assumption that the wind speed switches

within narrow wind speed range. However, in order to establish a thorough

understanding of the switching stability over a broader wind speed range that

is more representative to current variable-speed wind turbines, it is necessary

to investigate the switching stability for the original nonlinear wind turbine

system. Chapter 5 analyses stability of the nonlinear switched system that

has been published in [11].

The performance of the switched system also need to be addressed in-

dependent of stability because the stability by itself doesn’t guarantee the

performance. It is quite possible for a stable switched system to exhibit un-

warranted transients during switching [12]. In fact, the switching between two
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modes in wind turbine operation could cause undesirable situations such as

vibrations in drivetrain, tower and blades. These vibrations result in extreme

and fatigue loads and can even lead to premature failures if not addressed [8].

Therefore, the issue of performance and behavior including transitions between

modes for a switched system is as important as the issue of switching stability,

especially for real-world dynamic applications like wind turbines. Chapter 6

analyses wind turbine performance during switching transients as well as the

impact of control laws and gains on wind turbine performance. Finally, how

to select appropriate control gains in view of tradeoffs between different con-

trol objectives is discussed. This work on performance and gain selection of

the switched wind turbine system has been submitted for publication in IEEE

Control System Technology journal.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Switched Systems

Theoretically, a switched (or hybrid) system is a dynamic system de-

scribed using a mixture of continuous/discrete dynamic and logic based switch-

ing. There are many practical systems that need to switch between different

operation modes due to various conditions and constraints. Examples include

mechanical gearbox and vibration systems, aircrafts, power converters, wireless

communication, biology, and many other systems [13]. Switching between con-

trol modes can also be found in wireless communication applications, where

the communication channels are reused to reduce energy consumption [14].

The communication protocol switches between sending multiple signals to one

antenna and sending one signal to one antenna. For this application, the inputs

are separated and not necessarily linked by any relationship.

A switched linear system is expressed as

ẋ(t) = Aix(t) +Biu(t)i i ∈ [1, 2, ..., N ], (2.1)

where i an index representing a subsystem from N distinct subsystems, x(t)

is the state, u(t)i is the control input, Ai and Bi are state transition and input
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matrices for individual subsystems respectively. At any time, the state x(t)

can arbitrarily switch between subsystems.

Similarly, a nonlinear switched system is

ẋ(t) = fi(x(t), u(t)i) i ∈ [1, 2, ..., N ], (2.2)

where function fi represents nonlinear individual subsystems. And the state

x(t) can arbitrarily switch between subsystems.

Switched system control theories have been studied for several decades.

The majority of the research has been 1) to prove the system stability by

finding the existence of a common Lyapunov function (CLF) for an arbitrary

switched system [15,16]; 2) to find the fastest switching time (or dwell time) for

stable switching among stable constituent systems [17–19]; 3) to stabilize the

switching between stable subsystems as well as unstable subsystems [20–22];

4) to identify the possibility of chaotic behavior when switching between low

dimensional linear constituent vector fields [23]; and 5) to study the complexity

and decidability of determining the stability of switched system [24], and the

precise nature of the connection between stability under arbitrary switching

and stability under periodic switching rules [25–28].

Stability of switched system is a fairly studied topic in systems and

controls community. For switching between linear time invariant subsystems,

authors in [29] show the existence of CLF is guaranteed for the switched system

when state matrices of individual subsystems commute pairwise. A less con-

servative stability result is provided in [30] for linear switched system, where
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Lyapunov function doesn’t have to be common across for all subsystems but

need to be quadratic function for exponential stability. [31] leverages the struc-

ture of Lyapunov functions to design feedback control law that exponentially

stabilizes a linear switched system. In [32], a stabilizing control law is designed

using multiple Lyapunov functions such that a specific rate of convergence or

the decay rate is achieved. Associated with Lyapunov stability, notion of pas-

sivity for switched linear system is introduced in [33] and sufficient conditions

for passivity are developed. Also, the relationship between passivity and Lya-

punov stability is formalized and shown to be similar to the relationship for

non-switched systems.

When a switched system can’t be shown to be stable for arbitrary

switching, a relaxed norm of stability under constrained switching becomes

quite useful. Often the switching is constrained to “slow down” by imposing

a minimum time requirements so that the stability can be achieved. It is

termed minimum dwell time. A method to calculate lower bound on dwell

time is discussed in [34] that assures exponential stability. Also, the minimum

dwell time can help stabilization of a linear system subject to input constraints.

It was later shown [35] that dwell time can be characterized by the distance

between eigenvectors of the adjacent subsystems and minimum eigenvalue.

The requirement of fixed dwell time for all subsystems was relaxed further

when it was shown that some of the switching can be faster than the minimum

dwell time for some instances if other instances are slow enough to compensate

for faster switching instances [36]. So the stability of the switched system is

7



assured as long as the switching is “slow-on-the-average”. This is termed as

average dwell-time as opposed to previously discussed minimum dwell time.

Systems with norm-bound uncertainties in state and input matrices can also

be shown to be stable by a composite quadratic Lyapunov function [37].

Nonlinear switched system’s stability has also received good attention

from controls community for sometime. One of the seminal work [38] was

the idea that each nonlinear subsystem with its distinct Lyapunov function

can be sufficient for the stability of the entire switched system with some

restrictions on initial values of Lyapunov functions. The idea of CLF has

also been extended from linear switched system to nonlinear switched system

in [39]. Converse theorem that guarantee the existence of CLF for nonlinear

system has been presented in [40] A less conservative class of functions than

CLFs, switched quadratic Lyapunov functions, is used to derive sufficient con-

ditions for asymptotic stability of the nonlinear systems in [41]. This concept

of quadratic stability was translated into a nonlinear programming problem

where the conditions on Lyapunov functions were turned into constrains [42].

Like linear switched systems, nonlinear switched systems can be also be

made stable by imposing constrains on switching logic/rule. One such result

stabilizes a system by arriving at upper bound on the number of switches

within a time period [43]. This is somewhat similar to the average dwell

time idea that is discussed in [44]. Authors in [45] propose a relaxed norm of

dwell time, which is a dependent on the system state and thus varies for each

switching instance unlike fixed dwell time discussed previously.
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Concepts of passivity and its relationship to stability for nonlinear

switched systems were discussed in [46] and [47]. It is possible to use pas-

sivity properties of the system in order to relax requirement of non-increasing

Lyapunov functions and still establish the stability. Authors in [48] present

such relaxed functions - called storage functions - and extend the stability re-

sults of [38]. The issue of designing feedback control laws and switching rule

so that the closed-loop switched system is a passive one is addressed in [49]

and [50].

In addition to Lyapunov stability, other major notions of stability, input

to state stability (ISS) and input-output stability, have also been formalized for

switched systems. It was shown in [51] that a switched system with sufficiently

large dwell time can also be input to state stable. This relationship between

ISS and dwell time was later extended to average dwell time and a design of

switching rule with hysteresis in [52]. Sufficient conditions for input-output

stability of switched linear system are discussed in [53] while those of nonlinear

switched system were presented by [54]. Importantly, the later work also

quantifies the stability in terms of L2 gain and develops an H∞ feedback

controller to achieve a desired L2 gain.

The switching between two modes in wind turbine could cause unde-

sirable situations such as vibrations in drivetrain, tower and blades. These

vibrations result in extreme and fatigue loads and can even lead to prema-

ture failures if not addressed [8]. In previous work, one way to address this

problem is to introduce an additional control region, Region 2.5, between Re-
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gion 2 and 3 so that the turbine doesn’t switch directly between Region 2 and

3 [2]. The control strategy in Region 2.5 is to linearly connect Region 2 and

3 controllers. Unfortunately, the linear connection doesn’t necessarily result

in smooth transitions because the discontinuous slopes in the torque control

curve can contribute to excessive loading on the turbine [2].

2.2 Region 2 Control

This section reviews some of the controllers proposed for Region 2 con-

trol from existing literature. We do not intend this section to be a compre-

hensive survey of all controllers but rather a brief overview of different control

approaches employed in Region 2. There have been more comprehensive re-

views and surveys of wind turbine controller such as 1) qualitative analysis

with focus on drawbacks and issues in various controllers in [55]; 2) authors

in [56] classifies controller in nine different categories according to their struc-

ture and compares them qualitatively; 3) optimal control methods, which at-

tempt to optimize between generating maximum energy and reducing fatigue

loads in Region 2, are assessed in [57]; 4) All the above surveys did qualitative

comparisons between various controller but the review in [58] compares the

performance of different controllers when applied to a simulated wind turbine

model under step wind input conditions. 5) Effect of the various controllers on

different generator types – there are three electrical generator types for wind

turbines: Doubly Fed Induction Generator(DFIG), Squirrel Cage Induction

Generator(SCIG) and Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator(PMSG) –
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were discussed in [59]. In light of the wind industry’s practice to keep the

information on control methods proprietary and unpublished, such a review

can only include the published work.

The most widely used Region 2 control methods are lookup table based

methods where a map, that relates turbine power to generator speed and

pitch angle, stored in a 3D lookup table is used for control purpose. While

some of the earlier controllers [60] based on lookup table technique did not

require wind speed sensor and solely relied on generator speed measurements,

a controller, described in [5], that requires wind speed sensor has emerged

as a popular “standard” controller. It approximates quadratic relationship

between the generator torque and speed to drive the turbine operation toward

the maximum power generation. One of the factors determining available wind

energy is air density, which varies over different seasons. So the stored lookup

table on the basis of nominal value of air density may not result in maximum

power generation in all seasons [61, 62]. Similarly, the debris buildup or the

blade erosion over time can also introduce inaccuracies in nominal lookup

table [63].

The adaptive control technique can address these inaccuracies in sys-

tem parameters or uncertainties in operating conditions by adapting controller

gains to correct the uncertainties. The mechanical power from rotor is max-

imum when Cp is maximum. Because the aerodynamic properties of wind

turbines are not very well known, it is common that an approximation of Cp is

available rather than true Cp function. Even a small error in Cp can result in
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noticeable energy loss; it has been observed that 10% error in Cp can lead to

more than 5% loss in annual energy production [64]. In addition to these dy-

namics errors, unpredictable operating conditions due to wind make the wind

turbines suitable to adaptive control methods.

National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in Colorado is very

active in wind turbine controls. The adaptive torque controller of [65], devel-

oped at NREL, is one of the highly cited work due to its simple structure and

the fact that its performance has been demonstrated on a real utility scale

turbine installed at NREL. The basic method presented in [65] adapts the

controller gain by observing variations in turbine’s power over time in order

to search for true value of maximum Cp and to guide the turbine’s operation

at that value. The results from real turbine show that this adaptive controller

can increase the energy capture by 6% in Region 2 on a 600 kW turbine.

The adaptive controller of [66] aims to correct errors not only in Cp but

also in other parameters like turbine inertia, damping and stiffness using back-

stepping method. While the simulation results demonstrate the controller’s

ability to correctly estimate the turbine parameters, the major drawback of

this controller is that it requires reference trajectory of rotor speed and rotor

acceleration because the controller is basically tracking the reference speed.

Also the dependence of reference trajectory on incorrect Cp is not addressed,

leaving it unclear how to know the correct reference trajectory when the ini-

tially known Cp function is incorrect.

The control method put forward in [67] described as “adaptive” con-
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trol utilizes the data mining methods to address the problem of modeling

inaccuracies in wind turbine model. Data from three real turbines are used

in constructing a four variable function that serves as a turbine model. This

modeling approach completely bypasses complex, nonlinear dynamics. Once

the model is constructed and refined from the real data, it is not adapted or

changed while the turbine is in operation. The “adaptive” aspect of this con-

trol method is to adapt the relative weights between two competing objectives:

power maximization and load reduction on generator.

The control methods discussed so far have focused on the wind to me-

chanical energy conversion but there is also a control method, presented in [68]

that applies adaptive control to maximize the mechanical to electrical energy

conversion in a generator. A specific type of generator, PMSG, along with a

very specific generator control implementation - PWM Inverter - would restrict

the application of this method to a limited class of wind turbines because more

than three quarters of the installed turbines feature an entirely different type

of a generator: DIFG [69]. Researchers in [70] have proposed a neural net-

work based control to maximize energy conversion in DIFGs. But instead of

electrodynamics equations, a pair of neural network maps acts as a generator

model. A proportional - integral (PI) control law drives the generator to its

maximum efficiency by controlling rotor current.

For nonlinear systems with parameter errors and external disturbances,

it is inevitable that their operation would deviate from optimal operating con-

ditions. If the system deviations are not addressed then the system could even

13



become unstable. One of the methods to impart robustness to such nonlinear

systems is the sliding mode control. A sliding manifold (or more commonly,

a sliding surface) is a restricted set of system trajectories that represent opti-

mal operating conditions and control objectives. The basic idea behind sliding

mode method is to force the system toward the sliding manifold by reacting

to any deviations in operating conditions. To ensure that the force applied to

move the system is sufficiently large to counteract the disturbance and sys-

tem inertia, the knowledge of upper bound on operating conditions is often

required [71]. Once the system reaches the sliding manifold, its trajectories are

restricted within that manifold. When the manifold is a surface, the system

trajectory appears to “slide” along this surface.

Given the uncertainties in wind turbine operation and the nonlinearities

involved, it is not surprising to see prior work in applying sliding mode control

to the wind turbines. The control method presented in [72] calculates difference

between the measured power and the maximum possible power. The sliding

surface is a set of trajectories where this difference is zero. As long as this

difference is bounded, this control method will drive the system towards the

sliding surface, where the turbine produces the maximum allowable power.

This method suffers from widely known limitation of sliding mode control:

chattering. Chattering is high frequency vibrations of the system trajectory

caused due to unavoidable delay between measurement and control action for

any real system. In their later work [73], the authors improve this method by

utilizing second order sliding mode to avoid chattering. Also the use of wind
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speed data is avoided in [73] to avoid errors in wind speed measurements.

Simulations performed on NREL’s turbine simulator show a small increase in

power compared to standard control method.

The work in [74] proposes a number of enhancements to the sliding

mode control method discussed in the preceding paragraph. It incorporates

a PMSG model in the wind turbine system, allowing the authors to express

generator torque in terms of currents. So the sliding surface definition is based

on currents instead of torques. Thus, the objective of maximizing energy

capture in Region 2 is achieved not only by increasing the power coefficient,

but also by minimizing generator losses. This work also includes sliding mode

method to control blade pitch angle at high wind speeds.

A similar control method is presented in [75] and [76] for isolated wind

turbines connected to energy storage devices and solar panels but not to elec-

tricity grid. The objective for such wind turbine is to meet the varying load

demand and recharge batteries when the wind speeds are high. A generic

PMSG model allows for DC-DC integration between generator, battery and

solar panels. The higher order sliding surfaces and an integrator filtering on

discreet control signals produce chatter-free operations. However, it should be

noted that the wind turbine considered here is a fixed-pitch turbine that has

reduced complexity in aerodynamics.

Authors in [77] also focus on applying sliding mode control to fixed-

pitch wind turbines operating in high wind speeds. In this case, the turbines

are grid connected and assumed to have induction generators.
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2.3 Region 3 Control

In Region 3, control objective of limiting generator power is achieved

by controlling blade pitch angle. In [78], blade pitch angle is a proportional-

integral-derivative (PID) control that tracks desired/rated rotor speed. How-

ever, the generator speed varies in response to wind speed variations while the

generator torque is held constant. So the generator power (which is a product

of generator torque and speed) also varies.

A general idea of Region 3 control is given in [7]. The idea is to maintain

power at its rated value in Region 3. There are two methods suggested to

realize the goal of maintaining rated power. One is to target constant speed

and constant torque in the drive-train. Generator torque is controlled through

firing angles of power electronics such that the torque is kept constant. How

this actually achieved is not made clear in [7]. Additionally, how the blade

pitch angle should be adjusted to maintain rotor speed in presence of wind

speed fluctuations is something that’s left out too. Second method of Region 3

control involves regulating a particular structural load - blade bending moment

- instead of rotor speed. Constant power can still be maintained by the system

as the rotor speed will be dependent on maintaining the blade load. However,

limited impact of the second method was acknowledged due to the issue of

non-minimum phase in low frequency operations.

Authors in [79] have developed a torque controller that tracks electrical

power demand with a simple proportional action and first-order error dynamic.

Rotor speed and, so the generator speed are controlled by blade pitch angle
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controller, which is a proportional and integral (PI) action applied to the

error in rotor speed. Recently, nonlinear control based on rotor speed tracking

[80,81] as well as power tracking [82] were put forward.

We can find an example of adaptive control in high wind speed condi-

tions. The adaptive control published in [83] is designed to keep the generator

torque and the shaft speed constant (thus keeping power constant) by reject-

ing step disturbances in shaft speed. This controller compares the rotor speed

from the turbine with the rotor speed from a reference turbine model to cal-

culate the error between them. It is assumed that this error is caused by a

step disturbance, which is canceled out from the system by adaptive control

law. This work assumes that the step disturbances in rotor speed represent

wind speed variations and wind gusts. But due to large inertia and damping of

the mechanical components in modern utility turbines, it is difficult to believe

that the wind speed variations would reflect as step changes in rotor speed.

Traditionally, all three blades of the turbine were connected to a single

actuator. So the pitch angle of all three blades would be adjusted to same value

simultaneously. However, as the rotor size has kept increasing in recent years,

it is increasingly common to have a separate actuator for each blade. That

has made it possible to implement individual blade pitch controls in Region 3.

With individual actuators, the control problem becomes multivariable problem

as there are now three control variables - one for each blade. One of the simple

techniques taking the advantage of individual pitch actuators is a LQG (linear

- quadratic - gaussian) controller in [84]. The objective of the controller is to
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reduce fatigue loads in turbine components such as blades, shafts and bearings,

which can be significant in large turbines with flexible blades. In order to

implement this simple controller, the turbine dynamics is represented by a

linear model, inaccuracies and disturbances are assumed to be Gaussian and

the control objective of load minimization is expressed as a quadratic cost

function. Later work [85] extends the utility of individual pitch control to

reduction in high frequency peak loads.
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Chapter 3

Switched Wind Turbine System

3.1 Wind Turbine Model

Wind Turbine blades are aero foils that convert the incoming wind into

torque on a drivetrain inside turbine’s nacelle. Figure 3.1 shows the major

components inside a nacelle undergoing rotational motion [86]. Rotor blades

are attached to hub, which in turn is connected to a low-speed shaft. Multi-

stage gearbox transforms low speed of rotor into high speed of generator. The

generator converts mechanical energy from the drivetrain into electrical energy

and supplies it to the grid.

The power available in wind for a turbine of rotor diameter Dr is

Pwind =
π

8
D2
rρairv

3
w, (3.1)

where ρair is the air density and vw is the mean wind speed across rotor swept

area. First block in block diagram Fig. 1.1 represents wind to mechanical

energy conversion, expressed as

P = CpPwind, (3.2)

where P is the mechanical power imparted by the rotor to the drivetrain. Cp

is the power coefficient, which is a nonlinear function expressing the turbine’s
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Figure 3.1: Wind turbine drivetrain

aerodynamic properties. It is defined to encapsulate turbine’s aerodynamic

properties in a single simplified measure. The value of Cp depends on blade

properties, wind speed and turbine’s rotational speed. It is a non-linear func-

tion of blade pitch angle β and tip speed ratio λ,

Cp = f(λ, β). (3.3)

The tip speed ratio is defined as

λ =
ωDr

2vw
. (3.4)

Depending on the values of β and λ, the power coefficient Cp slides on

the surface shown in Fig. 3.2. Due to inherent nonlinearities in its aerody-

namics, a turbine’s power coefficient is either numerically estimated by CFD
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modeling software or empirically obtained. The power coefficient surface in

Fig. 3.2 is constructed based on available wind turbine data and a CFD

model [87]. Generally, as the pitch angle increases, the Cp decreases. Typi-

cally, Cp is highest at the lowest pitch angle. As shown in the Fig. 3.2, if rotor

speed is too low or too high compare to wind speed then the value of λ is closer

to the axis ends than the axis midpoint. And the power coefficient at both

ends of λ axis is less than at the midpoint of the same axis. The maximum

theoretical value of Cp can be 0.593, known as Betz’s law, but never achieved

in practice.

Figure 3.1 shows the major components inside a nacelle undergoing

rotational motion. The dynamics properties of major drivetrain components

during turbine’s normal operation of power generation are shown in Fig. 3.3.

This system dynamics is written as:

τr = Jrω̇ +Dl(ω − ωg) +Kl(θ − θg) + Jbω̇ (3.5)

−τg = Jgω̇ +Dh(ωg − ω) +Kh(θg − θ) + Jbω̇g (3.6)

where Jr, Jb, Jg are rotational inertia of the rotor, gearbox and generator. High

speed shaft stiffness and damping are denoted by Kh and Dh. Similarly, low

speed shaft and damping are Kl andDl, respectively.

We can neglect the effects of gearbox moment of inertia since it is small

compared to the rotor and generator inertia.

τr = Jrω̇ +Dl(ω − ωg) +Kl(θ − θg) (3.7)

−τg = Jgω̇ +Dh(ωg − ω) +Kh(θg − θ) (3.8)
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Figure 3.2: Wind turbine power coefficient
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Figure 3.3: Dynamic properties of wind turbine drivetrain
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Figure 3.4: Reduced drivetrain model

From controls viewpoint, the torques at the rotor end and generator end are the

inputs to the drivetrain and power harnessed by the rotor and power generated

by the generator are outputs of interest. So reducing the three-mass, two-shaft

system of Eqs. (3.5), (3.6) to an equivalent single mass-spring-damper system

that preserves control inputs and outputs while consolidating other drivetrain

properties makes sense. The equivalent single mass-spring-damper model of

the drivetrain [88], shown in Fig 3.4, is represented with

τr − τg = Jequiv
dω

dt
+Dequivω +Kequipθ, (3.9)

where

Jequiv = Jr + JgG
2

Dequiv = Dl +DhG
2

Kequiv = Kl +KhG
2

with G as the gear ratio.
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Drivetrain shafts are very stiff and the bearing losses are very small

compared to effect of inertial terms [89]. So losses due to torsion and damping

can be neglected.

ω̇ =
1

J
(τr − τ) (3.10)

where we use J instead of Jequiv and τ for τg for sake of brevity. The rotor

torque in above dynamics could be replaced with the wind power and rotor

speed as

ω̇ =
1

J
(
π

8
D2
rρairCp

v3w
ω
− τ). (3.11)

The first term on the right-hand side of (3.11) is the torque at the rotor being

captured by blades. It is proportional to the power coefficient Cp. The second

term is the torque at the generator end. The combined effect of these two

terms determines the rotor dynamics.

There are two independently varying inputs to the wind turbine: 1) Pd

is the demand load from the customer or grid, and 2)vw is the wind speed.

The blade pitch angle β and generator torque τ are the control inputs that

control the power generated by the wind turbine. Depending on values of the

wind speed vw and demand power Pd, the system operates in one of the two

control modes as shown in Fig 3.5:

1. Region 2: when the available wind power is not sufficient to meet Pd,

both τ and β are used to control the turbine speed in order to reach the

maximum Cp, thus achieving the maximum possible wind power capture

in low wind speed operation.
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2. Region 3: At high wind speed, the turbine can generate more power than

the demand power Pd. However, the generator power should be limited

to Pd

τω = Pd

which yields

τ =
Pd
ω
. (3.12)

Substituting it into (3.11), we have

ω̇ =
1

J

(
π

8
D2
rρairCp

v3w
ω
− Pd

ω

)
. (3.13)

Equation (3.13) reveals that by limiting the generator power, only the

pitch angle β is available to control the turbine speed in order to generate

the demand power. The system switches between the Region 2 and Region

3 modes represented by (3.11) and (3.13) according to switching conditions

based on the available wind power and demand power as shown in Fig. 3.

3.2 Wind Turbine Control

3.2.1 Region 2 Control

When the wind speed is not high enough to produce the demand power,

the wind turbine is commanded to operate at the maximum Cp by controlling

its blade pitch angle, β and generator torque, τ . The following blade pitch

control drives β to βd, a desired value of β that gives maximum Cp.

dβ

dt
= β̇ = KβM(βd − β) (3.14)
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Figure 3.5: Turbine control block diagram

Because Cp is a function of λ as well as β, the control law for the generator

torque τ is selected so that the λ approaches λd, a desired valued of λ that

gives maximum Cp. We choose the optimal torque controller of [5] for this

research as it is one of the most widely studied controller in literature that

has been implemented on actual wind turbines at National Renewable Energy

Lab (NREL). Generator torque is set as

τ = Kτω
2 (3.15)

with

Kτ =
1

64
KτMρairπD

5
r

Cpmax

λ3d
, (3.16)

where KτM is a torque control gain. Substituting it in the wind turbine system

dynamics, we have

ω̇ =
1

J

(
π

8
D2
rρairCp

v3w
ω

)
− Kτ

J
ω2. (3.17)
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Figure 3.6: Torque control in Region 2

This can be further simplified by substituting gain Kτ

ω̇ =
1

J

π

64
D5
rρairω

2

(
Cp
λ3
−KτM

Cpmax

λ3d

)
. (3.18)

The sign of the angular acceleration of the rotor depends on the sign of the

difference in (3.18) because the rest of variables are nonnegative. When λ > λd

and power coefficient is less than maximum i.e. Cp < KτMCpmax , rotor will

decelerates towards maximum Cp point. On the other hand, when λ < λd and

Cp > KτM
Cpmax

λ3d
λ3, (3.19)

then ω̇ is positive and the rotor will approach to the maximum power coefficient

by increasing its speed. If we look at the curve of the term on the right side

of (3.19) i.e. KτM
Cpmax

λ3d
λ3 and plot it against the Cp curve of a fixed pitch

angle, we can see how the control law (3.15) operates in Region 2. The solid
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curve in Fig. 3.6 is the Cp curve of 1.5 MW GE turbine at minimum pitch

angle 1◦ and the dashed line on top of it is the right side of the (3.19) with

KτM = 1. The inequality (3.19) is satisfied for tip speed ratio between 3 and

8.7. So the control law (3.15) will drive the turbine toward the tip speed ratio

where power coefficient is maximum as long as λ > 3 [5].

Equations (3.14) and (3.17) represent the closed-loop turbine system

in Region 2 as

β̇ = KβM(βd − β)

ω̇ =
a1
ω
v3wCp −

Kτ

J
ω2,

with the following defined parameter

a1 ≡
1

J

π

8
D2
rρair.

3.2.2 Region 3 Control

Since wind turbine can produce more power than the demand power at

high wind speeds, the control objective in this mode is to operate the turbine

so that it meets the demand power imposed by the grid/load while shedding

additional wind power. Both the generator speed and generator torque can’t

be independently controlled in order to generate the demand power. So the

blade pitch angle β is independently controlled, which in turn controls the

input torque from the rotor and that eventually determines generator speed

through drivetrain dynamics. And that leaves the generator torque command

dependent on the demand power and generator speed as in Eq. (3.12). So
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there is only one independent control (blade pitch angle) available in this

mode unlike the Region 2 mode which has two independent controls (blade

pitch angle and generator power).

In order to design blade pitch angle controller, first we need to un-

derstand the relationship between turbine’s output power and pitch angle.

Though there is no analytical expression for the power coefficient, what is

clear from the Fig. 3.2 is that it is an inverse function of blade pitch angle.

This indicates that the Region 3 controller will need to increase the blade

pitch angle in order to decrease the output power. Remember that in Region

3, turbine’s power is more than the demand power due to high wind speeds.

So we propose a feedback control law exploiting the aerodynamic relationship

in Fig. 3.2.

β = Kp(P − Pd) +Ki

∫
(P − Pd)dt (3.20)

where P is mechanical power harnessed by the rotor and supplied to the driv-

etrain. Kp and Ki are proportional and integral control gains on error signal.

Taking the time derivative of this control law, we have

β̇ = Kp(Ṗ − Ṗd) +Ki(P − Pd). (3.21)

The turbine dynamics in Region 3 (3.13) can be expressed concisely as

ω̇ =
1

Jω
(P − Pd). (3.22)
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So the closed-loop dynamics of the turbine system in Region 3 can be described

as

β̇ = Kp(Ṗ − Ṗd) +Ki(P − Pd)

ω̇ =
1

Jω
(P − Pd).

The wind turbine switches between the Region 2 and Region 3 closed-loop

systems depending on the wind speed and load demand.
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Chapter 4

Linear Switching Stability

4.1 Switching Stability of Open-Loop System

In this section, we analyze the stability of the switched wind turbine

system discussed in Chapter 3. One of the well known and standard methods

in switching system stability analysis is the use of converse theorems to find

the existence of common quadratic Lyapunov function (CQLF) [13].

In order to use the converse Lyapunov theorems, the integrated sys-

tem needs to be linearized; local linearization of the wind turbine system will

provide a good approximation of the dynamic system within a small region.

When the system is operating in Region 2 mode, dynamics (3.11) can

be linearized around a switching point ω0, β0, τ0, vw0 as follows:

Equation (3.11), more generally, can be written as

ω̇ = f(ω, β, τ) (4.1)

Stability of Wind Turbine Switching Control in an Integrated Wind Turbine and
Rechargeable Battery System: A Common Quadratic Lyapunov Function Approach, ASME
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement and Control, Volume 135, No 2, February 2013.
Co-authors J. Hall and C.Mecklenborg wrote introduction to that paper, which is not part
of this chapter. Co-author D. Chen was research supervisor to the author of this dissertation
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which reveals ω is a system variable and β,τ are control inputs. Linearizing

Eq. (4.1), we have

ω̇ =f(ω0, β0, τ0) +
∂f(ω, β, τ)

∂ω

∣∣∣∣
s

(ω − ω0)

+
∂f(ω, β, τ)

∂β

∣∣∣∣
s

(β − β0) +
∂f(ω, β, τ)

∂τ

∣∣∣∣
s

(τ − τ0)

Substituting f from Eq. (3.11), the above equation becomes

ω̇ =
1

J

(
π

8
D2
rρairCp0

v3w0
ω0

− τ0
)

+
1

J
(
π

8
D2
rρairCp0v

3
w0)
−1

ω2
0

(ω − ω0)

+
1

J
(
π

8
D2
rρair

v3w0
ω0

)
∂Cp
∂β

∣∣∣∣
s

(β − β0)−
1

J
(τ − τ0) (4.2)

Note that the wind power coefficient Cp map is continuous and smooth as

shown in Fig. 3.2. Additionally, wind turbine parameters, such as power

coefficient Cp change slower than the switching dynamics and can be considered

constant during the switching period. This quasi-steady value of Cp at the

switching instant assumes to be Cp0. Eq. (4.1) is simplified to

ω̇ =
1

J

(
π

8
D2
rρairCp0

v3w0
ω0

− τ0
)

+
1

J
(
π

8
D2
rρairCp0v

3
w0)
−1

ω2
0

(ω − ω0)−
1

J
(τ − τ0) (4.3)

The generator torque τ is a control input and as such it can be set independent

of the rotor speed. Here, we focus on open-loop system - system without

control inputs - as a first step in stability analysis of the integrated system.

Not considering input τ , Eq. (4.3) can be written as an open-loop system

ω̇ = − c1
ω2
0

ω + 2
c1
ω0

(4.4)
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where c1 is defined as c1 = 1
J

(π
8
D2
rρairCp0v

3
w0).

Similarly for Region 3 system, Eq. (3.13) can be linearized at a switch-

ing point ω = ω0 with the corresponding Cp0 and vw0 as follows:

ω̇ = − 1

ω2
0

(c1 − c2)ω (4.5)

where c2 = 1
J

(Pd).

Equations (4.4) and (4.5) form open-loop, linear and time-invariant

approximations of the original system described in Eqs. (3.11) and (3.13),

allowing us to apply standard techniques of stability analysis.

According to the converse Lyapunov theorems in [18], a switched system

consisting of two or more linear time invariant (LTI) subsystems defined as

ΣAi : ẋ(t) = Aix(t), Ai ∈ RnXn, i ∈ 1, 2, . . . ,m

is a stable switching system if:

1. All Ai are Hurwitz;

2. There exists CQLF for all LTI subsystems Ai.

The sufficient condition for the existence of a CQLF is that a matrix P =

P T > 0, P ∈ RnXn should simultaneously satisfy Lyapunov equations

ATi P + PAi = −Qi, i ∈ 1, 2, . . . ,m (4.6)

If Qi > 0, V (x) = xTPx is said to be a strong CQLF but for Qi ≥ 0, V (x) =

xTPx is said to be a weak CQLF [13].
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It is obvious to observe that the state transition matrix in Eq. (4.4)

AR2 = − c1
ω2
0

is Hurwitz because c1 is positive during wind turbine operation. For linearized

system in Region 3 mode, the state transition matrix in (4.5) is

AR3 = − 1

ω2
0

(c1 − c2).

The system switches from Region 2 to Region 3 mode when wind energy cap-

ture is larger than the combined load and battery threshold power. Therefore,

the following inequality holds.

π

8
D2
rρairCpv

3
w ≥ Pd (4.7)

which means c1 ≥ c2, thus making AR3 Hurwitz. By choosing P = P T = 1

and substituting it in (4.6), we have

QR2 = 2
c1
ω2
0

> 0 and QR3 = 2
1

ω2
0

(c1 − c2) ≥ 0

So there exist a weak CQLF,

V (ω) = ωTPω = ω2

for the wind turbine system, establishing Lyapunov stability. According to

the switching logic, the system stays in the Region 3 mode as long as c1 > c2.

So there will be a strong CQLF implying that the system is asymptotically

stable in Region 3 mode. The difference ∆a = c1− c2 determines the stability

of the Region 3 system. For the system to be stable, it is desirable to have a
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larger ∆a, which requires choosing the battery power threshold lower for the

same wind speed profile. As a result, the wind turbine will go into Region 3

mode at a lower wind speed. This is not desirable as the generated power will

be limited at lower wind speeds resulting in lower wind energy capture. There

is a trade-off between the system stability and the wind energy capture. An

optimal point that balances stability with energy capture could be defined.

The above stability analysis is for an open-loop, linearized system – an

ideal situation. Next, stability analysis will be conducted for the closed-loop

system.

4.2 Switching Stability of Closed-Loop System

This section expands on the stability analysis in previous section by

including effects of control inputs β and τ on switching stability. According to

results given in [13], for two stable 2 x 2 LTI systems A1 and A2, there exists

a common quadratic Lyapunov function (CQLF) if and only if the matrix

products A1A2 and A1A
−1
2 have no negative real eigenvalues.

The first step is to formulate Region 2 and Region 3 subsystems in 2 x

2 LTI form. Next, we will proceed to establish stability of these subsystems.

After ensuring that both subsystems are stable, we will derive limitations on

the switching rule such that there are no negative real eigenvalues of A1A2 and

A1A
−1
2 matrix products.
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4.2.1 Region 2 subsystem

The closed-loop wind turbine dynamics in Region 2 is given in previous

chapter in Section 3.2.1

β̇ = KβM(βd − β)

ω̇ =
a1
ω
v3wCp −

Kτ

J
ω2,

with

a1 ≡
1

J

π

8
D2
rρair.

Linearizing it at switching point β0, ω0, we have

ω̇ =
a1
ω
v3wCp

∣∣∣
s
− 1

J
Kτω

2

∣∣∣∣
s

+
a1
ω
v3w

∂Cp
∂β

∣∣∣∣
s

(β − β0)

+

(
a1
ω
v3w
∂Cp
∂ω
− a1
ω2
v3wCp −

1

J
2Kτω

)∣∣∣∣
s

(ω − ω0)

Linearized system in Region 2 mode can be expressed in state-space form as[
β̇
ω̇

]
=

[
−KβM 0

a1
ω
v3w

∂Cp

∂β

∣∣∣
s

(
a1
ω
v3w

∂Cp

∂ω
− a1

ω2v
3
wCp − 1

J
2Kτω

)∣∣∣
s

][
β − β0
ω − ω0

]
+

[
KβM(βd − β0)

a1
ω
v3wCp

∣∣
s
− 1

J
Kτω

2
∣∣
s

]
(4.8)

The eigenvalues of 2 by 2 matrix in (4.8) are

e1 : −KβM

e2 :

(
a1
ω
v3w
∂Cp
∂ω
− a1
ω2
v3wCp −

1

J
2Kτω

)∣∣∣∣
s

The linearized system represented by Eq. (4.8) is stable if both eigen-

values e1, e2 < 0. If

KβM > 0 (4.9)
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then e1 < 0.

For e2 < 0,

1

J
2Kτω >

a1
ω
v3w
∂Cp
∂ω
− a1
ω2
v3wCp

Kτ >
Ja1v

3
w

2ω2

(
∂Cp
∂ω
− Cp

ω

)
(4.10)

Equation (4.10) along with (4.9) are the limitations on controller gains to en-

sure the stability of the linearized closed loop Region 2 subsystem at switching

point β0, ω0. But the values of β0, ω0 and wind speed could be different at

different switching instants. So, in order to satisfy Eq. (4.10) at all conceiv-

able switching points, stability condition represented by Eq. (4.10) must be

modified as

Kτ >
Ja1 max(v3w)

2 min(ω2)
max

(
∂Cp
∂ω
− Cp

ω

)
(4.11)

4.2.2 Region 3 subsystem

When the wind turbine can generate more power than the demand

power due to high wind speeds, it operates in the Region 3 mode. The control

objective in the Region 3 mode is to meet the demand power as long as it is

limited to the rated power. Because the generator torque is limited to a value

associated with the demand power, the control objective is achieved with the

single control input, β. The following PI control law

β = Kp(P − Pd) +Ki

∫
(P − Pd)dt
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drives the wind turbine power P towards Pd. Taking the time derivative of

this control law, we have

β̇ =Kp
∂P

∂t
+Ki(P − Pd)

β̇ =Kpa1Jv
3
w

dCp
dt

+Ki(a1Jv
3
wCp − Pd)

β̇ =Kpa1Jv
3
w

(
∂Cp
∂ω

ω̇ +
∂Cp
∂β

β̇

)
+Ki(a1Jv

3
wCp − Pd)

β̇ =

(
1−Kpa1Jv

3
w

∂Cp
∂β

)−1
(
Kpa1Jv

3
w

∂Cp
∂ω

ω̇ +Ki(a1Jv
3
wCp − Pd)

)
(4.12)

Linearized Eqn. (4.12) at the switching point β0, ω0 becomes,

β̇ = f |s +
∂f

∂β

∣∣∣∣
s

(β − β0) +
∂f

∂ω

∣∣∣∣
s

(ω − ω0) (4.13)

where

f(β, ω) ≡
(

1−Kpa1Jv
3
w

∂Cp
∂β

)−1
(
Kpa1Jv

3
w

∂Cp
∂ω

ω̇ +Ki(a1Jv
3
wCp − Pd)

)
Because this work focuses on evaluating stability in a small region near any

switching point, it can be reasonably assumed that Cp is smooth. Thus, we can

consider terms with only first order partial derivatives of Cp while evaluating

Eq. (4.13) and still get its reasonable approximation. Also, terms with second

(and higher) degree of partial derivatives are ignored. e.g. terms with
(
∂Cp

∂ω

)2
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and ∂Cp

∂ω

∂Cp

∂β
are ignored. With these assumptions, we have

∂f

∂β

∣∣∣∣
s

=

(
1−Kpa1Jv

3
w

∂Cp
∂β

)−1(
Kia1Jv

3
w

∂Cp
∂β

)
(4.14)

∂f

∂ω

∣∣∣∣
s

=

(
1−Kpa1Jv

3
w

∂Cp
∂β

)−1
(
−Kpa

2
1JCp

v6w
ω2

∂Cp
∂ω
−Kpa1Pd

v3w
ω2

∂Cp
∂ω

+Kia1Jv
3
w

∂Cp
∂ω

)
(4.15)

The turbine dynamics in Region 3 mode represented by Eqn. (3.13) can be

expressed concisely as,

ω̇ =
a1
ω
v3wCp −

Pd
Jω

Linearized approximation of turbine dynamics at switching point β0, ω0 is

ω̇ =
a1
ω
v3wCp

∣∣∣
s
− Pd
Jω

∣∣∣∣
s

+
a1
ω
v3w

∂Cp
∂β

∣∣∣∣
s

(β − β0)

+

(
a1
ω
v3w
∂Cp
∂ω
− a1
ω2
v3wCp +

Pd
Jω2

)∣∣∣∣
s

(ω − ω0) (4.16)

Combining Eqs. (4.13) and (4.16), the closed loop system in Region 3

mode can be written in the following state space form,

[
β̇
ω̇

]
=

 ∂f
∂β

∣∣∣
s

∂f
∂ω

∣∣
s

a1
ω
v3w

∂Cp

∂β

∣∣∣
s

(
a1
ω
v3w

∂Cp

∂ω
− a1

ω2v
3
wCp + Pd

Jω2

)∣∣∣
s

[ β − β0
ω − ω0

]

+

[
f |s

a1
ω
v3wCp

∣∣
s
− Pd

Jω

∣∣
s

]
(4.17)

The real part of both eigenvalues of 2 by 2 matrix in (4.17) must be negative
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for a stable system,

e1, e2 :
1

2

(
∂f

∂β
+
a1
ω
v3w
∂Cp
∂ω
− a1
ω2
v3wCp +

Pd
Jω2

±

((
∂f

∂β
+
a1
ω2
v3wCp −

a1
ω
v3w
∂Cp
∂ω

+
Pd
Jω2

)2

+ 4
∂f

∂ω

a1
ω
v3w
∂Cp
∂β

)1/2
)
< 0

=⇒ ∂f

∂β

(
a1
ω
v3w
∂Cp
∂ω
− a1
ω2
v3wCp +

Pd
Jω2

)
>
∂f

∂ω

a1
ω
v3w
∂Cp
∂β

(See Appendix) (4.18)

Substituting Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) in Eq. (4.18), it can be seen that the sign

of term
∂Cp

∂β(
1−Kpa1Jv3w

∂Cp

∂β

) (4.19)

is important while evaluating inequality Eq. (4.18). For a wind turbine, whose

Cp characteristics are known, the term (4.19) is a function of gain Kp and wind

speed vw. Figure 4.1 shows how the sign of the term (4.19) changes for different

values of Kpv
3
w for Cp characterized by Fig. 3.2. It shows the sign of (4.19)

for three different values of Kpv
3
w. Referring to Fig. 4.1, the region where

the term (4.19) is negative is significantly larger than the region where it is

positive. Moreover, the size of the negative sign region increases as values of

Kpv
3
w increases. Also, the power coefficient Cp is higher in negative regions of

Fig. 4.1 than in positive regions. Thus, it is more likely that (4.19) is negative

at the time of switching, which in turn, depends on the turbine power matching

the load demand. If the switching between control modes is restricted to the
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negative region for any Kp and vw, condition in Eq. (4.18) can be simplified.

After substituting Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) and neglecting higher order terms,

the condition (4.18) is

Ki

Kp

(
− a1
ω2
v3wCp +

a1
ω
v3w
∂Cp
∂ω

+
Pd
Jω2
− a1
ω
v3w
∂Cp
∂ω

)
<

1

Jω

(
−a21JCp

v6w
ω2

∂Cp
∂ω

+ a1Pd
v3w
ω2

∂Cp
∂ω

)
=⇒ Ki

Kp

(
Pd
Jω
− a1
ω
v3wCp

)
<

1

J

(
a1Pd

v3w
ω2

∂Cp
∂ω
− a21JCp

V 6
w

ω2

∂Cp
∂ω

)
In Region 3 mode, the power generated by the turbine P = a1Jv

3
wCp is larger

than Pd. So the above equation can be rewritten as,

=⇒ Ki

Kp

>
a1

v3w
ω

∂Cp

∂ω
(−a1Jv3wCp + Pd)

(−a1Jv3wCp + Pd)

This stability condition can account for all possible ω, β and vw values at

different switching points if it is modified to

Ki

Kp

> a1 max

(
v3w
ω

∂Cp
∂ω

)
(4.20)

4.2.3 A1A2 stability

Assigning the 2 x 2 matrix in Eqn. (4.8) as A1 and 2 x 2 matrix in

Eqn. (4.17) as A2,

A1A2 =

[
−KβM 0

a1
ω
v3w

∂Cp

∂β

∣∣∣
s

(
a1
ω
v3w

∂Cp

∂ω
− a1

ω2v
3
wCp − 1

J
2Kτω

)∣∣∣
s

]
 ∂f

∂β

∣∣∣
s

∂f
∂ω

∣∣
s

a1
ω
v3w

∂Cp

∂β

∣∣∣
s

(
a1
ω
v3w

∂Cp

∂ω
− a1

ω2v
3
wCp + Pd

Jω2

)∣∣∣
s

 (4.21)
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(a) Kpv
3
w = 0

(b) Kpv
3
w = 1

(c) Kpv
3
w = 100

Figure 4.1: Positive and negative regions of term (4.19) for different Kpv
3
w

values
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To utilize the result in [13], eigenvalues of matrix (4.21) should be non negative.

Using eigenvalue results derived in Appendix and ignoring higher order and

higher degree terms in matrix (4.21), we have

−KβM

(
Kia1Jv

3
w
∂Cp

∂β

1−Kpa1Jv3w
∂Cp

∂β

)(
− a1
ω2
v3wCp −

1

J
2Kτω

)
(
− a1
ω2
v3wCp +

Pd
Jω2

)
> 0 (4.22)

We can simplify Eq. (4.22) further by limiting the gain Kp, Ki to positive

values and ensuring the switching in negative regions of term (4.19). With

these limitations, we have(
− a1
ω2
v3wCp −

1

J
2Kτω

)(
− a1
ω2
v3wCp +

Pd
Jω2

)
> 0 (4.23)

In Eq. (4.23),
(
− a1
ω2v

3
wCp − 1

J
2Kτω

)
< 0, which implies(

− a1
ω2
v3wCp +

Pd
Jω2

)
6 0

=⇒ Pd 6 a1Jv
3
wCp

=⇒ Pd 6 P (4.24)

where P is the power generated by the turbine. Switching condition described

by Eq. (4.24) is the same as derived in Section 4.1 when no control inputs

were considered.
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4.2.4 A1A
−1
2 stability

With A1 and A2 defined in Eq. (4.8) and in Eq. (4.17) respectively,

A1A
−1
2 =

1

det

[
−KβM 0

a1
ω
v3w

∂Cp

∂β

∣∣∣
s

(
a1
ω
v3w

∂Cp

∂ω
− a1

ω2v
3
wCp − Gr

J
2Kτω

)∣∣∣
s

]
(− a1

ω2v
3
wCp + a1

ω
v3w

∂Cp

∂ω
+ Pd

Jω2

)∣∣∣
s
− ∂f

∂ω

∣∣
s

−a1
ω
v3w

∂Cp

∂β

∣∣∣
s

∂f
∂β

∣∣∣
s

 (4.25)

with det is defined as the determinant of A2. Eigenvalues of matrix (4.25)

should be non negative in order to utilize the result in [13].

After ignoring higher order and higher degree terms in eigenvalues of

matrix (4.25) and utilizing eigenvalue result from Appendix,

−KβM

(
Pd
Jω2
− a1
ω2
v3wCp

)(
− a1
ω2
v3wCp −

1

J
2Kτω

)
∂f

∂β
> 0

Since the control gains are positive and switching is restricted to negative

region, we have(
− a1
ω2
v3wCp −

Gr

J
2Kτω

)(
Pd
Jω2
− a1
ω2
v3wCp

)
> 0.

This is the same equation as Eq. (4.23), which yields the same stability con-

dition as in A1A2 multiplication,

Pd 6 P (4.26)

Equations (4.9), (4.11) and (4.20), with switching condition (4.26) give neces-

sary and sufficient conditions for the existence of common quadratic Lyapunov

function, which is sufficient to establish the stability of LTI approximation of

the closed-loop wind turbine system [18].
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4.3 SIMULATION RESULTS

To validate the stability of the system when it switches between Region

2 and Region 3 modes, simulations were performed on a system with following

parameters:

1. Rated Wind Power = 100 kW

2. Rotor Diameter (Dr) = 18.5 m

3. Rotor Inertia (J) = 26000 kg m 2

4. Maximum Power Coefficient (Cpmax) = 0.4109

5. Nominal Demand Power (Pd)= 30 kW

The system is simulated under four different wind speed and power

demand conditions; In the first case, the wind speed and power demand, Pd,

are constant. For the second case, the wind speed varies according to real wind

measurements but the power demand is constant. While both of these cases

are rarely encountered in practice, they give important insights into system

stability. In the third case, the system was simulated with wind speed data

based on real wind measurements and varying power demand. In the forth

case, importance of the stability conditions is demonstrated in simulations.

4.3.1 Constant demand with constant wind speed

We choose 8.5 m/s wind speed as the input to the system so that

switching condition in Eq. (4.7) is true ensuring that the system switches
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from Region 2 mode to Region 3 mode when P = Pd. The value of Pd is held

constant at 30 kW. The primary objective in the Region 2 mode is to maximize

wind power capture. It is achieved by using control inputs β and τ to drive the

turbine towards maximum power coefficient Cpmax according to the controller

described in 3. Stability conditions, Eqs. (4.9), (4.11) and (4.20) are satisfied

with controller gain values Ki = 2 × 10−5, Kp = 1 × 10−5, KβM = 0.002 and

Ktau = 6720.

Figure 4.2a shows the power in the wind turbine system, which not

only includes electric power by the generator but also the mechanical power

in the rotor and other drivetrain components. Power gradually increases as

the system moves toward Cpmax as shown in Fig. 4.2b till the system switches

to the Region 3 mode. In the Region 3 mode, the power generated by the

turbine stabilizes at the demand power of 30 kW. Figure 4.2c shows that the

rotor speed is stabilized as the Region 3 controller drives the turbine to a

steady power value of 30 kW.

4.3.2 Constant demand with varying wind speed

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) provides datasets

of wind speed measurements at 10 minute intervals recorded across the US [90].

For the purpose of transient control, higher resolution wind speed data is

needed. So the power spectral density of an NREL dataset is calculated in

order to extract wind speed at a higher resolution in time domain [91]. Figure

4.3a shows the extracted wind speed that varies at a high frequency, for 200
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(a) Wind turbine power

(b) Power coefficient

(c) Rotor speed

Figure 4.2: Constant demand, constant wind speed simulation
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(a) Varying wind speed

(b) Wind turbine power

(c) Rotor speed

Figure 4.3: Constant demand, varying wind speed simulation
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s. Even though the wind speed varies at high frequency, the turbine responds

to slower wind speed variations due to its large inertia. Figure 4.3a also shows

the wind speed after applying a low pass/moving average filter that averages

data over 10 s.

Controller gains Ki = 2 × 10−5, Kp = 1 × 10−5, KβM = 0.002 and

Ktau = 6720 are the same values that were used in the constant wind speed

simulation as these values also satisfy stability conditions, Eqs. (4.9), (4.11)

and (4.20) for varying wind speed measurements. The power demand is also

held at same value - 30 kW - as in the constant wind speed simulation.

As the turbine starts operation, the Region 2 controller drives it toward

the maximum power coefficient value, gradually increasing the power even

though the wind speed is not constant as seen from Fig. 4.3b. Figure 4.3b

shows system power rather than electrical power from turbine because the

objective is to show that the total power in the wind turbine system is stable.

When the power exceeds the demand power (30 kW) at 65 s, the system

switches to the Region 3 controller, which attempts to track the demand power

by controlling the blade pitch angle to compensate for the varying wind speed.

Unlike the constant wind speed case, Region 3 controller cannot maintain the

turbine power at the single value of demand power in this case due to the

wind speed variations. Notice that the variations in turbine power in Fig.

4.3b almost exactly mirror the variations in the wind speed in Fig 4.3a. The

rotor speed is plotted in Fig. 4.3c. Both the turbine power and the rotor speed

plots show that the switching between Region 2 and Region 3 controllers in
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wind turbine is stable.

4.3.3 Varying demand with varying wind speed

In reality, the demand power or the load is gradually varying. This

case simulates the effect of varying demand power on switching stability. The

demand power is simulated to vary between 25 to 30 kW. It follows the pattern

of the daily power requirement in California documented in [92], where demand

gradually rises throughout the day but falls quickly during the night. Figure

4.4b shows the demand power and turbine power. The wind speed input

from NREL data is shown in Fig 4.4a. For this simulation, we use the same

controller gains we used in previous two simulation cases.

The system starts in the Region 2 mode during which the controller

drives the system toward Cpmax. The rapidly increasing power (in Fig. 4.4b)

reaches the limit set by Pd (30 kW). So the controller switches to Region 3

mode at 60 s and it starts to track the demand power until 326 s when a low

wind speed forces the system to switch to the Region 2 mode. It can be seen

from Figs. 4.4a and 4.4b that the variations in power is almost identical to the

wind speed variations as observed in the previous case of constant demand.

Due to its large inertia, it is impossible for a wind turbine to maintain its

output power at a single value in a changing wind speed.
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(a) Varying Wind Speed

(b) Wind turbine power

(c) Rotor Speed

Figure 4.4: Varying demand, varying wind speed simulation
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(a) Speed ratio and pitch angle trajectory

(b) Wind turbine power

(c) Rotor Speed

Figure 4.5: Switching in positive region
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4.3.4 Switching while not satisfying stability conditions

In all three simulations presented above, the controller switches between

Region 2 and Region 3 modes when it is operating in negative regions of Fig.

4.1. As explained in Section 4.2.2, this ensures that the conditions for CQLF

existence are satisfied. But if the switching occurs in positive regions of Fig.

4.1, would the system be stable?

This section simulates such a case by forcing the system to switch at 7

kW when it is operating in positive region. The system is simulated with the

same wind speed (8.5 m/s) and gain values as in Section 4.3.1.

Figure 4.5a shows the trajectory - solid line - of speed ratio vs. pitch

angle superimposed on the plot of positive and negative regions of term (4.19).

When the system switches at λ = 4 and β = 3, it switches to λ = 4 and β = 0,

which is in positive region. Figure 4.5b shows that the turbine power jumps

from 7 kW to 11 kW at the switching instant. Because the positive region is

bounded by negative region as seen in Figure 4.5a, the system would eventually

move out of the positive region and into the negative region where the sign

of the term (4.19) is negative. If the system continues to operate in negative

region, it will be stable as discussed in previous section. Indeed, as seen from

plots in Fig. 4.5 the system stabilizes at the desired power of 7 kW and rotor

speed of 9.3 rad/s.

This simulation result demonstrates that the stability conditions de-

rived from Lyapunov’s method are sufficient but not necessary conditions.
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The system is also stable even when it does not satisfy all stability conditions

derived in Section 4.2. Even though the system is stable, there is a large over-

shoot in generated power. Therefore, it is desirable for the wind turbine to

operate in the negative region of Fig. 4.5a.
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Chapter 5

Input-Output Switching Stability

5.1 Nonlinear Stability

The wind turbine system described in Chapter 3 is a hybrid system

that has two nonlinear controllers incorporated with two nonlinear turbine

dynamics. From controls viewpoint, wind speed and power demand are con-

sidered to be system inputs as both are determined outside the system and

vary independent of system dynamics, whereas generator power is considered

a system output. We note that the switching between Region 2 and Region

3 mode depends on both inputs (wind speed, power demand) as well as the

system state (turbine power), so it is classified as state-dependent switching.

In this section, we show that this nonlinear system is input–output stable,

specifically L2 stable. For a switched nonlinear system, L2 gain is defined in

the following section.

L2 stability of wind turbine switching control, International Journal of Control, Vol-
ume 88, Issue 1, 2015. Co-author D. Chen was research supervisor to the author of this
dissertation
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5.1.1 Weak L2 stability

Weak L2 gain Definition [54] : A switched nonlinear system

ẋ = fσ(x, uσ)

y = hσ(x)

has weak L2 gain γ under some switching law if there exist positive definite

continuous functions

V1(x), V2(x), ..., Vm(x) with Vi(0) = 0, and class GK1 functions αj such that

(i)

Vik(x(t))−Vik(x(s)) ≤
∫ t

s

(γ2‖uik(τ)‖2−‖hik(x(τ))‖2)dτ, tk ≤ s ≤ t < tk+1

(5.1)

holds for any uik satisfying
∫ T
t0
‖uik(t)‖2dτ <∞, ∀T > 0, k = 1, 2, . . .

(ii) When ui = 0 and for j = 1, 2, . . .m,

Qj(x0) =

p∑
k=1

(Vj(x(tjk+1
))− Vj(x(tjk+1))) ≤ αj(‖x0‖),∀p. (5.2)

where m is the total number of distinct subsystems and p is the total number

of instances when the jth subsystem becomes active for the duration of the

considered switching law. Note that Eq. (5.1) is the localized L2 gain property

for the active subsystem on the corresponding time intervals and Eq. (5.2)

1A function α : R+ → R+ is class GK function if it is increasing and right continuous at
the origin with α(0) = 0.
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bounds the change in function Vj during the intervals when the jth subsystem

is inactive [54]. This L2 theorem will be used to prove the input–output

stability of the wind turbine switching.

5.1.1.1 Region 2 subsystem

The input to the wind turbine system (3.14) and (3.17) is the wind

speed and the output is the power from generator. Therefore, we have

uR2 = Pwind =
π

8
D2
rρairv

3
w (5.3)

hR2 = Pg = Kτω
3. (5.4)

Define the storage function as

VR2 =
1

2
Jω2. (5.5)

Conservation of energy for a wind turbine system can be expressed as

Input energy −Output energy = Change in storage energy + energy loss∫ t2

t1

(Pwind − Pg)dτ =
1

2
J(ω2

t2
− ω2

t1
) + energy loss.

Here the energy loss term includes various energy losses encountered in con-

verting wind energy to electricity such as aerodynamic, friction and inductive

losses. Since the energy loss is always positive in a real wind turbine system,
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we have

1

2
J(ω2

t2
− ω2

t1
) <

∫ t2

t1

(Pwind − Pg)dτ

<

∫ t2

t1

(Pwind − Pg)(Pwind + Pg)dτ

<

∫ t2

t1

(P 2
wind − P 2

g )dτ.

With L2 gain γ = 1 and substituting terms from Eqs. (5.3) – (5.5), condition

(i) definition is satisfied as

VR2(x(t2))− VR2(x(t1)) <

∫ t2

t1

(γ2‖uR2‖2 − ‖hR2‖2)dτ.

where t2 > t1 and the system is operating in Region 2 mode during [t1, t2].

This inequality holds for any durations when the Region 2 mode is active

during wind turbine operation.

Condition (ii), which requires any changes in Region 2 storage function

to be bounded when the Region 2 mode is not active, is satisfied because when

uR2 = Pwind = 0,

From Eq. (3.17),

ω̇ 6 0 =⇒ ω(t) 6 ω(0), ∀t

which means

∑
k

1

2
J(ω2

tk+1
− ω2

tk
) 6 m1

2
Jω2

t0∑
k

(VR2(x(tk+1))− VR2(x(tk))) 6 α(‖x(t0)‖),
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where tk is the instant the system switches from the Region 2 to the Region

3 mode and m is the total number of switching instants from the Region 2 to

the Region 3 mode.

5.1.1.2 Region 3 subsystem

Disturbance inputs to the turbine system in the Region 3 mode include

not only the wind speed but also the generator power. However, the value of

the generator power is fixed at the demand power. Therefore, even though the

generator power is extracted from the wind turbine, it is a disturbance input

to the system as its value is determined by a factor that is outside of the wind

turbine system, namely the load demand. Therefore, we have

uR3 = Pwind − Pg (5.6)

hR3 = 0. (5.7)

Define the storage function in the same form as Eq. (5.5)

VR3 =
1

2
Jω2 (5.8)

From the conservation of energy,

Input energy −Output energy = Change in storage energy + energy loss∫ t3

t2

(Pwind − Pg − 0)dτ =
1

2
J(ω2

t3
− ω2

t2
) + energy loss∫ t3

t2

(Pwind − Pg)dτ =
1

2
J(ω2

t3
− ω2

t2
) + energy loss.
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Due to positive losses in wind turbine,

1

2
J(ω2

t3
− ω2

t2
) <

∫ t3

t2

(Pwind − Pg)dτ

<

∫ t3

t2

(Pwind − Pg)(Pwind − Pg)dτ

<

∫ t3

t2

(Pwind − Pg)2dτ.

With L2 gain γ = 1 and substituting terms from Eqs. (5.6) – (5.8), condition

(i) definition is satisfied as

VR3(x(t3))− VR3(x(t2)) <

∫ t3

t2

(γ2‖uSISO‖2 − ‖hR3‖2)dτ.

where t3 > t2 and the system is operating in the Region 3 mode during [t2, t3].

This inequality holds for any durations when the Region 3 mode is active

during the wind turbine operation. The zero input condition

uR3 = Pwind − Pg = 0 (5.9)

is valid only when Pwind = Pg = 0 because at nonzero values, condition (5.9)

would imply that the input wind power is completely converted to the gener-

ator power. But that would violate the Betz’s limit on aerodynamic energy

conversion [91]. The Betz’s limit for a wind turbine is 0.59.

In absence of the wind speed and the generator power, from Eq. (3.13)

we have

ω̇ = 0 =⇒ ω(t) = ω(0), ∀t
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which means ∑
j

(
1

2
J(ω2

tj+1
− ω2

tj
) ≤ n

1

2
Jω2

t0∑
j

(VR3(x(tj+1))− VR3(x(tj))) ≤ α(‖x(t0)‖)

where tj is the instant the system switches from the Region 3 to the Region 2

mode and n is the total number of switching instants from the Region 3 to the

Region 2 mode. So the Condition (ii) for Region 3 mode is also satisfied. Thus,

conditions for L2 gain definition are satisfied by both Region 2 and Region 3

modes of the wind turbine system, ensuring the system is input-output stable.

5.1.2 Strong L2 Stability

Having shown that the closed-loop wind turbine system satisfies criteria

for weak L2 gain, here we show that the system indeed has a strong L2 gain.

Strong L2 gain Definition [54] : A switched nonlinear system

ẋ = fσ(x, uσ)

y = hσ(x)

has a strong L2 gain γ under some switching law if it already has weak L2

gain γ and ∫ T

0

(γ2‖uσ(t)‖2 − ‖hσ(x(t))‖2)dt ≥ 0 (5.10)

holds for any T > 0 when x(0) = 0. Note that the above condition for a strong

L2 gain is a global condition applied at all and any instant after initial instant,

t = 0. This is the major difference compared to the condition (5.1) for weak
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L2 gain, which is required to be met by the subsytem only when it is active.

This additional constraint in the strong gain condition (5.10) means that the

system’s output is not only bounded by the input of the active subsystem but

also by the accumulated inputs of the all the previous subsystems.

As explained in Chapter 3, the wind turbine system can operate in

either Region 2 or Region 3 mode. When it starts at the origin, i.e. β(0) =

0, ω(0) = 0, its initial operating mode will be the Region 2 mode (low wind

speed mode). With the already defined input and output in (5.3) and (5.4), it

is easy to see that the system satisfies the strong gain condition (5.10) when

the wind turbine operation initially starts in the Region 2 mode and γ = 1.

The system continues to operate in the Region 2 mode till the wind

speed is high enough to generate the demand or rated power. At high wind

speed, the system will switch to the Region 3 mode. In such a case, the strong

gain condition (5.10) can be written as a sum of Region 2 and Region 3 mode

conditions because of the system’s progression from the zero initial condition

to the Region 2 and Region 3 modes:∫ t1

0

(γ2‖uR2(t)‖2 − ‖hR2(x(t))‖2)dt

+

∫ t2

t1

(γ2‖uR3(t)‖2 − ‖hR3(x(t))‖2)dt ≥ 0 (5.11)

where t1 is the switching instance from the Region 2 to the Region 3 mode.

Considering terms defined in (5.3), (5.4) and the fact that the wind turbine

can’t convert all wind energy to electricity, we have

uR2 > hR2.
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Similarly the Region 3 input and output defined in (5.6) and (5.7) would give

uR3 > hR3.

With some positive gain value, let’s say γ = 1, it can be seen that both terms

in the strong gain condition (5.11) are individually positive. As a result, the

system has a strong L2 gain. Because the system input is always greater than

the output in both modes, the wind turbine system has a strong L2 gain for

any switching sequences.

The above theoretical derivation proves that the nonlinear switching

system is input–output stable with strong L2 gain. Therefore, we can con-

clude that the volatile switching dynamics reported in [9] is not caused by the

switching instability and is instead a performance issue. The next chapter will

address this performance issue for switched wind turbine system.

5.1.3 L2 Gain

While the value of L2 gain in above analysis is nominally set at 1 in

order to prove system stability, in this section we show that a realistic and

practical value of the gain can be calculated from the turbine properties. L2

gain of a wind turbine is a measure of stability margin.

We want to find minimum value of strong L2 gain that satisfies the

condition (5.10), which implies the γ satisfies the following equality.∫ T

0

(γ2‖uσ(t)‖2 − ‖hσ(x(t))‖2)dt = 0
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As noted in the previous section, this is a global condition that applies at all

time after initial instant t = 0, so we will write it as instantaneous condition

γ2‖uσ(t)‖2 − ‖hσ(x(t))‖2 = 0.

Going back to the definitions of input u and output h in Eqs. (5.3, 5.4) for

Region 2 subsystem, the above condition can be expressed as

γ2P 2
wind = P 2

g

γ =
Pg
Pwind

γ =
Kτω

3

π
8
D2
rρairv

3
w

.

We can simplify this further by substituting Region 2 torque control gain from

Eq. (3.16) and using the definition of tip-speed ratio λ,

γ = KτMCpmax

(
λ

λd

)3

.

In Region 2 mode, when turbine is operating in low wind speed condition,

tip-speed ratio λ ≤ λd. So the L2 gain is limited to

γ = KτMCpmax . (5.12)

For the Region 3 mode, since both the wind power and the generator

power are defined as system inputs, strong L2 stability can be satisfied with

any positive γ value howsoever small. So the L2 gain in Region 2 mode is

of more practical significance than the Region 3 mode gain. We can observe

from the Eq. (5.12) that the maximum value of the system’s L2 gain, which
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is a measure of input-output stability, is the function of control parameter

(KτM) and wind turbine’s design parameter (Cpmax). We note that while the

high value of L2 gain may be desirable for many dynamical systems as it

means high stability margin and so high robustness to disturbances, that is

not necessarily the case for wind turbines. For wind turbine operation, high

L2 gain value also means higher energy losses and sluggish response to input

wind power. The value of control law parameter KτM is critically important

in achieving appropriate balance between stability and energy efficiency.

We have shown in this chapter that the wind turbine operating under

nonlinear, switched control method of Chapter 3 is stable with respect to its

inputs and the margin of stability is dependent on the system’s control as well

as design parameters.
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Chapter 6

Controller Performance

6.1 Step Response

The step response of a second order linear system is a well studied topic.

Rise time is an important performance index of step response of a second order

linear system. In this section, we impart the concept of rise time to the wind

turbine system which is a hybrid nonlinear system.

6.1.1 Rise Time

Fig. 6.1 shows turbine’s power coefficient Cp when it is subject to a

step wind input. The system operates in the Region 2 mode where power

coefficient is continuously increasing or “rising” as the feedback control law

drives the turbine toward maximum Cp. We can define the duration of this

initial Region 2 mode as rise time. While the duration in Region 2 modes

depends on the magnitude of the step wind speed as well as the controller

gain Kτ , the rise time for a wind turbine at given blade pitch angle can be

defined as:

Rise Time: When a turbine operating under control law (3.15) is

subject to a step input of rated wind speed, the time it takes to reach 95 % of
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Figure 6.1: Step response of wind turbine

the maximum power coefficient is the rise time at a given blade pitch angle.

In order to find an expression for rise time, turbine dynamics in Region

2 mode Eq. (3.17) need to be solved, which is a first order yet nonlinear dif-

ferential equation. Normally, a turbine’s power coefficient Cp is not expressed

analytically because the practice is to construct a Cp map – such as the one

shown in Fig. 3.2 – using empirical and simulation methods. However, once

a Cp map is available, the power coefficient can be accurately expressed as

a function of tip speed ratio λ and blade pitch angle β using curve fitting

techniques [93].

Figure 6.2 shows power coefficient curves at various blade pitch angles

for a commercial 1.5 MW wind turbine [93]. For this turbine, the rated wind

speed is 12 m/s and maximum Cp is at blade pitch angle 1. It has been found

that the fourth order polynomial is a very good fit to express power coefficient
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Figure 6.2: GE 1.5 MW turbine’s power coefficient

as a function of rotor speed as shown in Fig. 6.3. It compares Cp curves cal-

culated from their polynomial expression (solid lines) with the original curves

(unconnected data points) at three different pitch angles. Virtually there is

no difference between the original Cp curves and their polynomial expressions.

So the power coefficient Cp, at a fixed pitch angle and a fixed wind speed, is

Cp(ω) = α1 + α2ω + α3ω
2 + α4ω

3 + α5ω
4.

Substituting it in Region 2 mode dynamics (3.17), we have

ω dω

a1v3w(α1 + α2ω + α3ω2 + α4ω3 + α5ω4)− 1
J
Kτω3

= dt. (6.1)

The denominator in the above equation is a fourth order polynomial, which
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Figure 6.3: Power coefficient as 4th order polynomial

can be factored as

a1v
3
w(α1 + α2ω + α3ω

2 + α4ω
3 + α5ω

4)− 1

J
Kτω

3

= a1v
3
w(ω +m1)(ω +m2)(ω +m3)(ω +m4)

where m1...m4 are the roots of the polynomial.

ω dω

a1v3w(ω +m1)(ω +m2)(ω +m3)(ω +m4)
= dt (6.2)

The three possible combinations of roots can be

• all four roots are real

• all four roots are complex

• two real roots and two complex roots
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6.1.1.1 All Real Roots

If all four roots m1, ...m4 are real, then the method of partial fraction

expansion can be used to simplify the left side of (6.2) as,

ω

a1v3w(ω +m1)(ω +m2)(ω +m3)(ω +m4)

=
1

a1v3w

(
p1

ω +m1

+
p2

ω +m2

+
p3

ω +m3

+
p4

ω +m4

)
which implies

p1 + p2 + p3 + p4 = 0,

p1(m2 +m3 +m4) + p2(m1 +m3 +m4) + p3(m1 +m2 +m4)

+p4(m1 +m2 +m3) = 0,

p1(m3m4 +m2m3 +m2m4) + p2(m1 ∗m3 +m1 ∗m4 +m3 ∗m4)

+ p3(m1 ∗m2 +m1 ∗m4 +m2 ∗m4) + p4(m1 ∗m2 +m1 ∗m3 +m2 ∗m3) = 1,

p1m2m3m4 + p2m1m3m4 + p3m1m2m4 + p4m1m2m3 = 0.

This is a system of linear equations, which can be readily solved for p1, ...p4.

Thus the Region 2 mode dynamics (6.1) can be simplified to

1

a1v3w

4∑
i=1

pi
ω +mi

dω = dt. (6.3)

Integrating the above equation gives the following expression for the rise time.

tr =
1

a1v3w

(
4∑
i=1

pi ln(ωr +mi)−
4∑
i=1

pi ln(ωo +mi)

)
, (6.4)

where tr is the rise time, ωr is the rotor speed associated with the 95 % of

the maximum/targeted power coefficient value, which can be looked-up from
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the Cp map for a given pitch angle and rated wind speed. Initial rotor speed

for start of Region 2 mode is also a known value for a given turbine since the

turbine needs a minimum operating speed before generating electrical power.

6.1.1.2 All Complex Roots

If all four roots m1, ...m4 are complex, then a pair of quadratic factors

can be used to describe the left side of (6.2) as,

ω dω

a1v3w(ω2 + n1ω + n2)(ω2 + n3ω + n4)
= dt.

where m1,m2 are roots of the first quadratic equation ω2 + n1ω + n2 = 0 and

m3,m4 are roots of the second quadratic equation ω2 + n3ω + n4 = 0. As the

use of quadratic factors replaces complex numbers mi with real numbers ni in

the Region 2 dynamics, it is ensured that the final expression for the rise time

will not have any complex coefficients. Employing the partial fraction, we get

ω dω

a1v3w(ω2 + n1ω + n2)(ω2 + n3ω + n4)

=
1

a1v3w

(
q1ω + q2

ω2 + n1ω + n2

+
q3ω + q4

ω2 + n3ω + n4

)
dω

which implies

q1 + q3 = 0,

q1n3 + q2 + q3n1 + q4 = 0,

q1n4 + q2n3 + q3n1 + q4 = 1,

q2n4 + q4n2 = 0.
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This is a system of linear equations, which can be readily solved for q1, ...q4.

Thus the Region 2 mode dynamics (6.1) can be simplified to

1

a1v3w

(
q1ω + q2

ω2 + n1ω + n2

+
q3ω + q4

ω2 + n3ω + n4

)
dω = dt.

Integrating the above equation gives the following expression for the rise time.

tr =
q1
2

ln(ω2
r + n1ωr + n2)−

q1n1 + 2q2

2
√
n2
1 − 4n2

ln

(
2ωr + n1 −

√
n2
1 − 4n2

ωr + n1 +
√
n2
1 − 4n2

)

+
q3
2

ln(ω2
r + n3ωr + n4)−

q3n3 + 2q4

2
√
n2
3 − 4n4

ln

(
2ωr + n3 −

√
n2
3 − 4n4

ωr + n3 +
√
n2
3 − 4n4

)

− q1
2

ln(ω2
0 + n1ω0 + n2) +

q1n1 + 2q2

2
√
n2
1 − 4n2

ln

(
2ω0 + n1 −

√
n2
1 − 4n2

ω0 + n1 +
√
n2
1 − 4n2

)

− q3
2

ln(ω2
0 + n3ω0 + n4) +

q3n3 + 2q4

2
√
n2
3 − 4n4

ln

(
2ω0 + n3 −

√
n2
3 − 4n4

ω0 + n3 +
√
n2
3 − 4n4

)

where initial rotor speed ω0 and rotor speed at 95 % of maximum Cp, ωr are

known and can be used to calculate the rise time.

6.1.1.3 Two Real and Two Complex Roots

In case of combination of real and complex roots, a quadratic factor is

used to replace a pair of complex roots in (6.2) as,

ω dω

a1v3w(ω2 + n1ω + n2)(ω +m3)(ω +m4)
= dt.

where a pair of complex roots m1,m2 in (6.2) are replaced by their quadratic

factor ω2 + n1ω + n2. Note both n1 and n2 are real.
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Use of partial fractions yields

ω dω

a1v3w(ω2 + n1ω + n2)(ω +m3)(ω +m4)

=
1

a1v3w

(
q1ω + q2

ω2 + n1ω + n2

+
p3

ω +m3

+
p4

ω +m4

)
dω

which implies

q1 + p3 + p4 = 0,

q1 + q2 + p3m4 + p4m3 = 0,

q1m3m4 + q2(m3 +m4) + p3(n1m4 + n2) + p4(n1m3 + n2) = 1,

q2m3m4 + p3n2m4 + p4n2m3 = 0.

This is a system of linear equations, which can be readily solved as was done

in the previous two cases. Now, the Region 2 mode dynamics (6.1) can be

simplified to

1

a1v3w

(
q1ω + q2

ω2 + n1ω + n2

+
p3

ω +m3

+
p4

ω +m4

)
dω = dt.

Integrating the above equation gives the following expression for the rise time.

tr =
q1
2

ln(ω2
r + n1ωr + n2)−

q1n1 + 2q2

2
√
n2
1 − 4n2

ln

(
2ωr + n1 −

√
n2
1 − 4n2

ωr + n1 +
√
n2
1 − 4n2

)
+ p3 ln(ωr +m3) + p4 ln(ωr +m4)

− q1
2

ln(ω2
0 + n1ω0 + n2) +

q1n1 + 2q2

2
√
n2
1 − 4n2

ln

(
2ω0 + n1 −

√
n2
1 − 4n2

ω0 + n1 +
√
n2
1 − 4n2

)
− p3 ln(ω0 +m3)− p4 ln(ω0 +m4)

Rise time as defined here can be an important measure of performance

of Region 2 control law. It signifies the minimum amount of time a turbine
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Parameter Value Unit
Power Rating 1.67 MVA

Diameter 70.5 m
Hub Height 64.7 m

Rated Wind Speed 12 m/s
Max. Rotor Speed 22.2 rpm
Low Speed Inertia 4.33 s (pu)
High Speed Inertia 0.62 s (pu)
Drivetrain Stiffness 1.11 N m/rad (pu)
Drivetrain Damping 1.5 N m s/rad (pu)

Table 6.1: GE 1.5 MW turbine specifications

would take to achieve the targeted power coefficient if wind speed increases in

a form of step input.

In order to validate the rise time concept and the analysis presented

above, simulations were performed on a 1.5 MW turbine with actual system

parameters published by the turbine manufacture [93]. Even though the anal-

ysis presented above is based on the one-mass model of wind turbine in order

to arrive at simplified rise-time calculations, validation simulations were per-

formed with the widely used two-mass model of the wind turbine. Table 1

shows the turbine parameters used in the two-mass model from [93].

Table 2 shows the rise time calculated with using expression (6.4) in

first column. While the second column is a benchmark or actual rise time from

numerical simulations with the step input of rated wind speed 12 m/s. At all

three pitch angles, the rise time given by Eq. (6.4) differs by 5 % as the third

column shows.
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Blade Calculated Actual Difference
Pitch Angle Rise Time Rise Time

1◦ 6.45 s 6.15 s 4.88 %
3◦ 4.50 s 4.66 s 3.47 %
5◦ 4.17 s 4.20 s 0.71 %

Table 6.2: Rise time of GE 1.5 MW turbine

6.2 Switching Transients

While switching between Region 2 and 3 depends on the demand power

and current power, in practice, most of the wind turbines switch into Region 3

near their rated power as it is not economical to switch to that mode below the

turbine’s rated power, which would result into “losing” available wind power.

So in practice, most of the switching actions occur in a rather narrow range

of wind speed and power, even though theoretically switching can happen in

almost the whole range of operation. Along with these narrow operation range,

smooth and continuous aerodynamic properties of the turbine (see Cp surface

in Fig. 3.2) enabled us to linearize the system at switching instants. This

ability to linearize the system allowed us to take advantage of existing linear

system tools to analyze switching stability.

It was shown in Chapter 4 that there exists an operating region, where

conditions for common quadratic Lyapunov function (CQLF) are satisfied by

both control modes. Switching operation within this region guarantees the

stability of the closed-loop system. For example, Fig. 6.4 shows a turbine’s

operating map defined in speed ratio and pitch angle domains for a 1.5 MW

commercial wind turbine from GE. The white blank area in the map is the
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Figure 6.4: Stability map for a 1.5 MW wind turbine

area where stability is guaranteed due to CQLF, while that’s not the case for

a smaller dark colored area.

It is important to recognize that the stability area discussed above is

only a sufficient condition to prove CQLF existence, not a necessary condi-

tion. Indeed, we can show that even when the system violates this stability

criterion at switching instances, it will eventually become stable. However,

the system performance can be significantly worse, exhibiting large overshoots

during switching transients when stability criterion is violated as we show in

the following example.

The first case is when the 1.5 MW turbine is subject to switch control

modes within the stable CQLF area. Fig. 6.5a shows the output of the turbine

(generator power) where it initially rises from 0 to the demand power of 1.5
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Figure 6.5: Mode switching within stable area
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MW (even though this value is same as rated power here that doesn’t need

to be the case) while operating in Region 2. When it reaches to 1.5 MW, the

Region 3 controller limits the generator power to that value even though wind

speed is increasing as shown in Fig. 6.5b. There is no overshoot in power

output while the system continues to operate in that mode. The trace of pitch

angle and speed ratio during the entire simulation is superimposed on stability

map of this turbine in Fig. 6.5c. It confirms that the turbine’ switching is

confined to stable area where all the conditions to establish CQLF are satisfied.

Next, the case of switching outside of the stability region will be inves-

tigated. Here the turbine is forced to switch at a lower demand power of 0.6

MW, and thus lower values of λ that is outside of the stable area identified

in Fig 6.6a. While we acknowledge that such low value of demand power may

not be economical for a 1.5 MW turbine, we deliberately chose such low value

in order to force turbine operation outside the stable area for this case. Trac-

ing the turbine’s pitch angle and speed ratio over the stability map shows the

switchings happening in dark colored areas. The input wind speed, shown in

Fig. 6.6b, is also intentionally lowered for the same purpose of switching at

low λ. Similar to the first case, Fig. 6.6c shows that the turbine power rises

initially in Region 2 control operation until the wind speed is high enough for

switching. However unlike the first case, at switching instances between Region

2 and 3, the control modes switch without satisfying all of the stability criteria

and large spikes are observed at switching instances around 640 s and 800 s.

in Fig. 6.6c. The turbine power spikes more then 40% at switching instances
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and can cause undesirable transients and oscillations in turbine loads, which

can be damaging for drivetrain components like bearings and gearboxes [94].

6.3 Region 2 Control

In order to address the undesired switching behavior outside of the

stability region, new controllers were explored in this research. Due to different

control objectives for Region 2 and 3, the control laws for blade pitch angle

and generator torque are also different in Region 2 and 3 as seen in (3.14),

(3.15), (3.12) and (3.20). However, this doesn’t imply that both control laws

are discontinuous across regions. The blade pitch angle control laws in both

regions (Eq. (3.14) and (3.20)) are designed to vary the angle from its current

value to a desired value. So there is no discontinuity or “jump” in blade pitch

angle across switching instances but only its rate of change is discontinuous.

e.g. Figure 6.7a shows the pitch angle for the second case described in previous

section. We observe the blade is at optimum angle of 1◦ during Region 2 before

switching to Region 3 around 630 s and start to increase until 4◦. When

the mode switches back to Region 2 around 640 s, the pitch angle decreases

gradually. A similar patten of continuous change is observed for mode change

around 800 s.

On the other hand, the generator torque changes are discontinuous

across switchings as seen in Fig. 6.7b. That’s due to different nonlinear control

law for generator torque in Region 2 and 3. In Region 2, the generator torque is

determined by a fixed gain and square of rotor speed, while in Region 3, it is a
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function of demand power and inverse of rotor speed. Such a discrete change in

generator torque is enabled by the use of power electronics in generator control,

because the power electronic hardware( IGBTs, MOSFETs, Thyristors) can

be controlled very rapidly on a subsecond scale.

This large discrete switching transient in generator torque is also re-

flected in power output. We will address this issue by modifying the generator

control in Region 2.

The generator torque in Region 3 is

τ =
Pd
ωGr

.

When the mode switches from Region 3 to Region 2, torque switches to

τ =
1

64
KτMρπD

5
r

Cpmax

λ3d
ω2,

where the gain KτM is set to a fixed value in standard torque controller in

order to produce maximum power.

If the starting value of generator torque in Region 2 is set to be the

same as the last torque value from Region 3, then the generator torque can be

continuous across switching instances without any large, sudden changes. So

at the start of Region 2, generator torque should be

τ =
1

64
KτMρπD

5
r

Cpmax

λ3d
ω2 =

Pd
ωGr

,

which gives starting value of control gain as

KτM =
64

ρπD5
r

λ3d
Cpmax

Pd
ω3Gr

. (6.5)
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While KτM ’s starting value in (6.5) will solve the issue of switching

transients, the controller can’t drive the turbine toward the maximum power

with that same value. To achieve the maximum power, the standard torque

control requires KτM to be fixed reference value, which often is 1 [8]. So if

we vary the value of KτM from its starting value to its reference value slowly

enough, not only is the switching transients avoided, but also the objective of

the Region 2 controller, producing maximum power, can be met.

It is not easy to decide the rate of change for the gain because there is

essentially a trade-off between minimizing transient and minimizing delay to

reach the maximum power. If the rate is set too fast, the transient in power

may still be too large. On the other hand, if the rate is set too slow, the

turbine may take too long to reach the maximum power. It is very difficult

to predict the starting value of gain KτM before the switching happens due

to the large operating range of possible wind speed and demand power for

modern utility turbines. In such cases, one traditional yet tedious approach

for deciding the rate of change is first considering all practical combinations of

wind speed and demand power to arrive at maximum of starting torque value;

then form a cost function consisting of transients and delays; and finally find

the optimum rate of change that minimizes the cost function.

But here we suggest a simpler idea to arrive at a rate of change for the

gain KτM . Rise time as defined in Section 6.1.1 is an important property of a

wind turbine that signifies the minimum amount of time a turbine would take

to achieve the maximum power coefficient for a step input of rated wind speed.
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It is based on turbine’s design parameters and physical properties. Since rise

time is defined very conservatively with the minimum time, rated wind speed

and step input, we can use it for the current situation when Region 2 (or

known as low wind speed mode) operation is just starting because the wind

speed likely won’t be as high as the rated nor would it be increasing. So we

propose to use the turbine’s rise time as the duration for the gain variation

from its starting value in (6.5) to its reference value. This gives a rate of

change as

dKτM

dt
=
Kr − 64

ρπD5
r

λ3d
Cpmax

Pd

ω3Gr

tr
(6.6)

where Kr is the fixed reference value designed to drive the turbine towards

maximum power Cp. And tr is the rise time, which is a fixed valued based on

the turbine’s design specifications.

Now, we can simulate the same case of mode switchings as depicted

in Figs 6.6a - 6.7b but with varying gain in Region 2 with the rate of change

given in (6.6). Figure 6.8a shows the gain variation for the duration of rise

time (6.5 s for the simulated 1.5 MW turbine) for both switching instances at

640 s and 800 s. A reference value was chosen as 5 for this case. The effects of

the gain variation are apparent in torque and output power plots of Figs. 6.8b

and 6.8c, which show smooth, continuous transition across switching instances

without large, sudden spikes.

It should be noted that we did not need to modify the control struc-

ture, control laws or even switching conditions in the supervisory controller
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to address the issue of switching transients. Preserving the original switching

control method of Section 2 is important not only because its direct, intuitive

design makes it attractive for practical implementation but also because it is

a part of control design to demonstrate the stability of switching dynamics.

6.4 Region 3 Control

6.4.1 Blade Pitch Angle Controller

At higher wind speeds, when a turbine can produce more power than

the demand power imposed by the grid/load, the wind turbine enters in Region

3 operation. The objective of Region 3 control is to operate the turbine so that

it meets the demand power while shedding additional wind power. The control

objective can be achieved by independently controlling the blade pitch angle,

which in turn controls the generator speed. The generator torque command is

dependent on the demand power and generator speed. So the generator torque

is

τ =
Pd
ωg
, (6.7)

where ωg is the generator speed. Note that the generator speed is actually a

rotor speed multiplied by gearbox ratio, ωg = Grω.

In order to design blade pitch angle controller, first we need to under-

stand the relationship between turbine’s output power and pitch angle. Tur-

bine’s power coefficient is defined to encapsulate its aerodynamic properties in

a single simplified measure. It indicates turbine’s aerodynamic efficiency and

defined as proportion of mechanical power harnessed by rotor blades from the
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available wind power :

Cp =
P

Pwind
.

Due to inherent nonlinearities in its aerodynamics, a turbine’s power

coefficient is either numerically estimated by CFD modeling or empirically

obtained from field measurements. The value Cp depends on blade design,

wind speed and turbine’s rotational speed. It is clear from the power coefficient

plot of 1.5 MW commercial turbine in Fig. 6.2 that Cp is an inverse function

of blade pitch angle.

This indicates that the Region 3 controller will need to increase the

blade pitch angle in order to decrease the output power. In Region 3, the

turbine’s power is more than the demand power due to high wind speeds. So

we propose a feedback control law exploiting the aerodynamic relationship in

Fig. 6.2.

β = Kp(P − Pd) +Ki

∫
(P − Pd)dt, (6.8)

whereKp andKi are the proportional and integral gains. Because the objective

is to find β that can drive the turbine power to match demand power, the

difference between current power and demand power is chosen as the error

signal to the controller. An integral term is added to the control law to ensure

no steady-state errors are present.

The rate of change of pitch angle is

β̇ = Kp(Ṗ − Ṗd) +Ki(P − Pd),
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which should be always less than the limit of its actuator.

β̇ ≤ max β̇, ∀t > 0 (6.9)

where max β̇ is the maximum rate of change for the actuating hardware. It is a

design specification and known to controls designer. So (6.9) can be expanded

to

Kp(Ṗ − Ṗd) +Ki(P − Pd) ≤ max β̇, ∀t > 0 (6.10)

If we just focus on integral action for now and ignore the contribution of

proportional term in (6.10),

Ki(P − Pd) ≤ max β̇

Thus, maximum value of integral gain should be limited to

Ki ≤
max β̇

max(P − Pd)
. (6.11)

Maximum value of power difference max(P − Pd) allowed in Region 3 should

be a known value because it is based on turbine’s physical constrains for safe

operation.

Similar to integral gain limit, maximum of proportional gain Kp can be

determined by ignoring integral term in (6.10),

Kp ≤
max β̇

max(Ṗ − Ṗd)
.

This is same as

Kp ≤
max β̇

max d
dt

(P − Pd)
.
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Substituting wind turbine dynamics from (3.22), we get

Kp ≤
max β̇

max d
dt

(Jωω̇)
.

This can be further simplified as

Kp ≤
max β̇

max d
dt

(τdtω)
, (6.12)

where τdt is the net torque (net of rotor torque, generator torque and losses)

acting on drivetrain connecting rotor blades to the generator. Changes in

the drivetrain torque and speed have been analyzed and recorded by turbine

manufacturers and OEMs for extreme events like emergency braking [95], grid

faults [96] and wind gusts [97]. These events are likely to cause a maximum rate

of change in drivetrain torque and speed. While some of the extreme events

are handled separately outside of Region 3 control, wind gusts are expected

to be handled by Region 3 control. Often, measured or simulated values of

rate of change for the torque and speed during wind gusts are available to

controls designer and can be used in (6.12) to arrive at a maximum value of

proportional gain.

6.4.2 Performance of Region 3 Control

After establishing the upper limits on integral and proportional gains

in (6.11) and (6.12), a method for properly choosing the controller gains will

be discussed here by analyzing the combined effects of proportional and inte-

gral gains on the system performance. Before analyzing the performance, the

performance measures for Region 3 controller will be defined.
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Figure 6.9a shows typical time response of turbine’s mechanical power –

the power imparted to the drivetrain by rotor blades – when subject to varying

wind speed input shown in Fig. 6.9b. We chose to show turbine’s mechanical

power because that’s the variable to control in blade pitch control law (6.8).

The turbine starts operation in Region 2, where power coefficient and so the

mechanical power are increasing. It will switch to Region 3 when power has

increased above demand power Pd due to high wind speed. In Region 3, the

blade pitch control law is trying to reduce the mechanical power while the high

wind speed is pushing the power to increase. This means both the prevailing

wind speed and the control law determine 1) how long the turbine will operate

in Region 3 and 2) how high the power will overshoot above the demand power

value.

The duration in Region 3 indicates the duration of generator power

producing demand power. So it is desirable for the turbine to operate in Re-

gion 3 as long as possible. This suggests the duration in Region 3 could be

an important performance measure indicating controller’s ability to produce

the demand/rated power. On the other hand, peak overshoot in the mechan-

ical power implies peak overshoot in the mechanical torque on shaft. Smaller

torque overshoots are desirable in order to have smaller fatigue and peak load-

ings on gearboxes and bearings, which are the two most common points of

turbine failures [98]. This suggests the peak overshoot could also be an impor-

tant performance measure indicating controller’s ability to limit shaft loading.

So we will use Region 3 duration and peak overshoot to analyze controller’s
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impact on the system performance. Figure 6.9a illustrates Region 3 duration

and peak overshoot.

It is clear that we can’t simultaneously use maximum values of both pro-

portional and integral gains from Section 6.4.1 in the controller (6.8) because

that would exceed pitch actuator limit. So the contribution of proportional

and integral terms need to be fraction of their maximum in order to enforce

pitch actuator limit. Assigning relative weights to both terms in (6.8) can

accomplish that :

β =(1−W )K∗p(P − Pd) +WK∗i

∫
(P − Pd)dt

with K∗p =
max β̇

max d
dt

(τdtω)
, K∗i =

max β̇

max(P − Pd)
. (6.13)

where is K∗p , K
∗
i are maximum gain values from section 6.4.1 and W ∈ (0 1)

is a weight constant. As the weight increases, integral term’s contribution to

pitch angle increases while that of the proportional term decreases by the same

amount.

To analyze the controller’s impact on the system performance, we con-

ducted simulations under various wind speeds with different weight constants

between 0 and 1. The performance indices, namely the duration in Region 3

and the peak overshoot, were observed and compared.

The first simulated condition is 1000 s of Class IA wind speed as de-

fined in IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) standards. Figure

6.10a shows this wind profile. The GE 1.5 MW commercial turbine used in our
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Figure 6.10: IEC Class IA wind operation
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simulations has been designed to operate at Class I wind locations. Number of

simulations were performed on the wind turbine subject to this same wind pro-

file and demand power of 1.5 MW while varying the weight W . Figures 6.10b

and 6.10c show system performance measured in duration and peak overshoot,

respectively for different values of weight. The peak overshoot is the maximum

value of the observed turbine power normalized to the demand power. It is

not very sensitive to the control gains changes and variation is limited to 2.5%

of the demand power. On the other hand, duration shows clear increasing

trend with respect to weight constant W . As the W increases, contribution

of proportional term declines, which in turn reduces the controller’s response

to the instantaneous changes in power resulting in slower system response and

longer duration in Region 3. Energy capture in Fig. 6.10d is the total energy

produced at generator end during entire 1000 s of operation, which includes

both Region 2 and 3 operation. It shows an increasing trend with respect to

the increase of W .

The second simulated case is 1000 s of Class IB wind speed, which has

same mean wind speed as Class IA but higher wind turbulence. It is shown

in Fig. 6.11a. The same 1.5 MW turbine of the first case has been used in

this second case as well so that the control performance of the same turbine

can be properly compared for different wind conditions. Duration and peak

overshoot for the second case are shown in Figs. 6.11b and 6.11c. Both exhibit

similar behavior as in the first case where the peak overshoots are limited to

small value – 3% of the demand power and the duration increases with weight.
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The differences in duration and peak overshoots are quite small between Class

IB and Class IA wind. So at high values of weight(or integral gain), turbine

stays in the Region 3 longer without experiencing high overshoot and relatively

robust to the turbulence effects. And this suggests higher value of integral gain

Ki is preferred.

More simulations with different wind profiles (IEC Class IIA and Class

IIB) were conducted and the results confirm the trends observed in the two

cases presented above where a higher value of integral gain keeps the system

in Region 3 longer without higher overshoots in power. These results are

summarized in Table 6.3 along with results from simulations under Class IA

and Class IB wind.

Wind resource locations are classified according to the IEC classes

(Class I to IV) and turbines are designed to operate in a specific wind class.

In order to select appropriate proportional and integral gains, simulations of

turbine response under its designated wind class should be conducted to eval-

uate its control performance with respect to the peak overshoots and Region

3 duration. Then, the preferred gain values are the ones that correspond to

longer duration and smaller overshoots.
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Table 6.3: Performance in Region 3

Class IA Class IB Class IIA Class IIB
Maximum Duration (s) 18 21 6 4.4

W @ Max. Duration 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
Maximum Energy
Capture (KWhr) 271.6 239.1 212.1 204.2

W @ Max.
Energy Capture 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9
Maximum Peak
Overshoot (%) 2.3 2.7 2 2.5

W @ Max.
Peak Overshoot 0.5 0.45 0.5 0.55
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

During the operation of a variable speed wind turbine, the wind tur-

bine switches between a low wind speed mode (Region 2) and a high wind

speed mode (Region 3). Smooth switching dynamics are desirable to reduce

fatigue load on the wind turbine structure and improve the efficiency of wind

energy harvesting. Two linear system approximations of the switched wind

turbine dynamics were presented. Switching stability for open-loop linearized

system was analyzed using a CQLF function. Effects of control inputs on the

switching stability were also considered to derive stable switching conditions.

Analysis results showed that the control design based on system lineariza-

tion could achieve global stability. Simulations were performed under various

wind speed and power demand conditions to demonstrate the system stability

during switching.

We analyze the switching stability of a wind turbine system in a non-

linear framework and prove that the closed-loop wind turbine system is input-

output stable with strong L2 gain. Additionally, this work also shows the

relationship between L2 gain and turbine’s control and design parameters.

The concept of the rise time, as defined in this work, exploits the turbine’s
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second-order like behavior during low wind speed conditions. It is an impor-

tant performance measure in analyzing step response of the nonlinear switching

wind turbine system.

Even though the switching dynamics is stable, a sudden transient could

result in increased loading and deteriorating performance in energy capture.

This work addresses these concerns by 1) modifying a standard Region 2

controller to attenuate switching transients while preserving the controller

structure and closed-loop system’s stability; and 2) developing a proportional-

integral controller for Region 3 to reject the turbulence effect and maximize

wind energy capture without causing excessive loading. Simulations with a 1.5

MW commercial wind turbine under various real and standard wind conditions

demonstrate the effectiveness and stability of the proposed control method.

While this research has focused on stability and performance of an

individual turbine, the stability and performance of multiple turbines in a

wind farm will need to be addressed in future. Large wind farms can consist

of hundreds on turbines spread over large area where wind speeds experienced

by turbines could be different. This raises the possibility of a situation when all

turbines are not operating in the same control mode (either Region 2 or Region

3). So, some of the turbines are operating in Region 2 with the objective of

producing maximum power while others in Region 3 are trying to limit power

generation at the same time. In such situations, it becomes important to

study how the output power from the wind farm, which is an aggregate power

from all the turbines, varies and how can it be controlled? What are the
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control objectives for wind farm controller and how to define and establish its

stability and performance? Then, a related question will be whether the hybrid

controller designed in this work for an individual wind turbine is suitable for

wind farm control or not.

Another interesting issue to consider for wind farm control is the re-

lationship among system inputs. For an individual wind turbine, wind speed

and power demand are the inputs that are imposed on the system from out-

side. However, for wind farms, there exists the possibility of knowing the

relationship between wind speed inputs for different turbines, either through

measurements or modeling and exploit that relationship in controller design

and stability analysis. Additionally, in order to meet the aggregate power de-

mand from the grid, a wind farm controller will need to break down aggregate

power demand into small pieces and allocate them to individual turbines based

on their individual inputs, states and outputs. This introduction of additional

dimension to the hybrid controller may add complexity to the stability analysis

and performance measures for wind farm system.
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Appendix 1

Matrix Stability

For a 2 x 2 matrix, [
a b
c d

]
eigenvalues are

e1, e2 =
1

2

(
a+ d±

√
(a− d)2 + 4bc

)
For stability,

<(e1, e2) < 0

if (a− d)2 + 4bc > 0,
√

(a− d)2 + 4bc is Real

=⇒ 1

2

(
a+ d±

√
(a− d)2 + 4bc

)
< 0

choosing the worse of two eigenvalues

=⇒ 1

2

(
a+ d+

√
(a− d)2 + 4bc

)
< 0

=⇒ a+ d < −
√

(a− d)2 + 4bc

=⇒ (a+ d)2 > (a− d)2 + 4bc

=⇒ 4ad > 4bc

=⇒ ad > bc
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On the other hand,

<(e1, e2) > 0

if (a− d)2 + 4bc > 0,
√

(a− d)2 + 4bc is Real

=⇒ 1

2

(
a+ d±

√
(a− d)2 + 4bc

)
> 0

choosing the worse of two eigenvalues

=⇒ 1

2

(
a+ d−

√
(a− d)2 + 4bc

)
> 0

=⇒ a+ d >
√

(a− d)2 + 4bc

=⇒ (a+ d)2 > (a− d)2 + 4bc

=⇒ 4ad > 4bc

=⇒ ad > bc
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